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Going
Underground:
Stunning
Family Home
In Highgate

5

With London property developers digging deep to
maximize potential some commentators believe we are
seeing a new golden age of basements in the capital.
However, creating such projects present interesting
challenges for developers.
Citadel Design and Construction have recently completed
this beautiful family home, designed in the style of the art
and craft movement and backing onto Highgate Golf Club.
They have created a stunning home with six bedrooms on
the first and second floors and two large reception rooms
with a large kitchen and breakfast area on the ground
floor and a lift to all floors.
And with prime residential space at such a premium in
London, Citadel excavated below ground to house the
swimming pool, entertainment room and gym in the
basement, together with an ancillary plant room and utility
room. The entire garden area was also lowered by 1.7m to
provide a better view from the ground floor areas with the
basement level eventually accounting for 35% of the floor
space.

But going underground to create a dream basement
meant the developers had to guard against the possible
presence of underground streams in this area of north
London with a thorough course of secant piling. Citadel
were initially called in to demolish an existing house on
the site and build the new home to an architect’s design.
But after reviewing the brief they were able to suggest
significant improvements to the original architect’s design,
significantly increasing the living space and improving the
lighting quality of the basement area by providing larger
glazed areas to the swimming pool and entertainment
room.
They also provided larger access stairs to the basement
from the garden area with staggered planter boxes for
added excitement and interest and designed a glazed
terrace area on the ground floor over the area just outside
of the swimming pool. The development was led by Citadel
Design and Construction Director Masoud Irani, who said
the project was not without challenges.

He said: “This was an interesting project and it has been
wonderful to deliver such a beautiful family home for
our client. Creating such an extensive basement level in
this part of north London meant we had to go to great
lengths to guard against the possible presence of small
underground streams, drilling more than 120 secant piles
to a depth of 13m.
“As well as the reinforcement cages used in the piles an
additional 97 tonnes of reinforcement were used to build
the base slab and retaining walls around the site. When
we took over the project we also had to address a number
elements, essentially the internal layout and the roof which
was designed as a butterfly roof.
“We managed to simplify the roof structure and made
it into a crown roof that by itself provided 700sqft of
additional usable space but at a lower cost. We also
extended the basement to house a larger swimming pool.
These alterations allowed for the lift shaft to extend to
the second floor as desired by the client. The changes
we made increased the size of the house from 8500sqft

to 10500sqft internally without significantly affecting the
overall budget.”
The basement walls were made up of 600mm piles with
250mm reinforced retaining wall covered with delta
membrane tanking 100mm of insulation and 140mm
block work. The base is made up of 220 cellcore, 400mm
reinforced slab, delta tanking membrane, 100mm
insulation and 70mm structural screed.
The construction of the floors above ground was made up
of steel columns and heavy masonry blockwork. External
walls are rendered with self-coloured render with bespoke
natural stone window surrounds.
The house is fully equipped with the latest Lutron lighting
and AV systems. Internal and external doors are made by a
bespoke joinery company.
www.citadel.design
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Stephen George + Partners Wins Planning For Naturally Graceful
Retail Scheme In Ashford
Stephen George + Partners LLP (SGP) is celebrating planning success for its
new build 91,000 sqft retail park in Ashford, Kent. The impressive development
consists of two retail terraces split into six units and connected by an outdoor
garden centre, additionally there are a 2,000 sq.ft. standalone retail unit and a
2,200 sq.ft. café unit.
Says Stuart Hancox, Director of SGP: "Our client Castle City Estates and Ashford
Borough Council wanted a quality development that met their high design
standards. Having undertaken previous schemes in the Ashford area, SGP was
chosen to bring a new approach to the park; still functional and honest but
without the normal metal clad box like forms opting instead for a softer more natural feel."
SGP's design reflects the surrounding woodlands and natural landscape, using a modern minimal aesthetic and clever detailing in a more natural form for the
prominent front aspect. A wavelike timber façade with integrated timber screen brise soleil, undulates across the elevation, echoing the surrounding tree line.
A solid base of local field stone filled gabions provides an aesthetic durability with a grounded feel. Adopting a more elemental approach, the architects have
used local natural materials in their ‘raw' state - bare wood, local field stone, and galvanised metal finishes - to be sympathetic to their context and blend with
the natural backdrop. Landscaping and environmental concerns were another key element of the overall design. The site wide SUDS strategy incorporates
water attenuation ponds and swales, along with new trees and shrub planting that will create a transition from the site to the surrounding natural woodlands,
boosting biodiversity. www.stephengeorge.co.uk

Curtins Provides Smart Engineering Solution For Unique Plane Canopy

GRAHAM Wins
£25 Million
Gramophone
Works Design
And Build
Contract

GRAHAM has won the £25 million design and build
contract for Phase 2 of The Gramophone Works, a new
commercial campus in Kensal Rise, London.
Once home to Saga Records and at the forefront of
London’s reggae scene, the 20th century buildings are
being developed by Resolution Property to make way for
up to 85,000 sq ft of contemporary workspace by the
Grand Union Canal. Phase one of the redevelopment,
which has completed, features 20,000 sq ft of office
space, communal terrace and four outside terraces.
As part of the second phase, GRAHAM will deliver an
additional 65,000 sq ft of contemporary workspace across
five floors, with some of the upper offices benefitting from

Rob Joyce, GRAHAM’s London office Director, added: “This
new development will provide state-of-the-art business
facilities and public spaces to support the needs and
talents of the local community and workforce in Kensal
Rise. Our aim is to create a modern, fit-for-purpose facility
that offers a real ‘London Village’ community feel.”
The scheme has been designed to meet the standards
set out in the London Plan, as well as aiming to achieve
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ certification. The proposal will
also comply with ‘Secured by Design National Building
Approval’ guidelines.
Works are due to commence and will take place over a
120-week programme. www.graham.co.uk
6,500 sq ft of rooftop access space. There will also be a
new shared reception/event space and canal side café, as
well as a cycle hub with 130 spaces.

AN 84-apartment development considered to be the most upmarket in
Scotland’s recent history is due to launch in the coming days. The Crescent
at Donaldson’s by CALA Homes (East) is a bold and sweeping arc of glassfronted apartments. The entire development, worth more than £90million,
is among the most ambitious projects undertaken by CALA and sees the
firm bring to life its vision for one of the most important sites in Scotland.
The development has a prized location nestled to the private rear of the
capital’s iconic Donaldson’s estate, located within the city’s UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Situated within 18-acres of grounds that make up the largest

GRAHAM will adapt and refurbish the existing
Gramophone Works building to create the new commercial
campus. A four-storey timber extension above the building
will be installed with new brick and glazed façades
added to all elevations, while other improvements will
include a louvred rooftop plant enclosure, green roof
and photovoltaic solar panel installation. Mechanical and
engineering works include the installation of a new plant
including a generator room and sub-station. Internally,
new suspended ceiling lights and heating and cooling
systems will be fitted throughout.
Mark Owen, Head of Development at Resolution Property,
said: “This is a major office project that will further
establish this part of West London as a growth area
for new and existing businesses. We are pleased to be
working with GRAHAM to deliver such a striking and
innovative office scheme.”

Prestige Edinburgh Development Set to Launch

Work has started on the brand-new £65 million research facility for digital aviation
at Cranfield University with support from the Birmingham office of built environment
consultancy Curtins.
The new Digital Aviation Research and Technology Centre (DARTeC) will develop ways
for aircraft to monitor, test and upgrade their own systems and structures, as well as
looking at the future of the passenger experience from airport through to flight. Curtins
has extensive experience working within the higher education sector and is providing
structural, civil and geo-environmental services for the
project. The team’s main focus has been on the creation of
a large canopy that will provide protection for an air-craft
whilst making it accessible and aesthetically in-line with
the adjacent building.
The canopy and building roofs mirror each other to form
matching ‘stealth fighter’ profiles when viewed from
above. The roof comprises of two 3D triangular trusses,
defining the edge of the roof light and allowing for a grand
vaulted ceiling that provides uninterrupted floor space. The canopy is supported on three
inverted V-shape columns with an arrangement of 42 metre trusses which span the
distance needed to clear the plane. These trusses support the cantilever arrangement
which allows the plane in and out of its new accommodation.
Collaborative open plan office space operates alongside technical laboratory platforms
and research facilities. The double storey atrium provides an informal break out feature,
encouraging staff and students to share and engage ideas. The building will house some
of the latest aviation technology, from radar equipment to autonomous drones.
www.curtins.com

new shared garden to be created in Edinburgh it creates a feel of a secluded
private estate just minutes from Haymarket station, and a mile from the
heart of Princes Street. The design of the two show apartments has been
inspired not only by the building itself but its outstanding surroundings, led
by multi-award-winning Alexander James Interiors. Designed by Richard
Murphy OBE, the architecture of The Crescent has been influenced by
Edinburgh’s famous Georgian crescents, with the show apartments boasting
the open views and innovative design features this classic style affords.
Paired with an impressive glass façade are generous flowing spaces,
enhanced height living areas and dynamic levels and with each apartment
offering a dual-aspect living arrangement, The Crescent combines classic
design with modern style. The vast front lawn and panoramic views over
Edinburgh’s cityscape and towards the Pentland Hills beyond, combined
with private terraces and gardens to the tree-lined rear offer buyers an
idyllic rural escape, whilst being in the heart of the capital. www.cala.co.uk
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A StoSilent Distance acoustic attenuation solution
has helped create a new acoustic environment at this
leading London restaurant.
Picture courtesy of Adam Luszniak Photography

DRU Global 55XT cavity wall gas fire in
Kelso surround

Globa 70XT CF

Sto Proves
To Be The
Perfect
Ingredient
For Major
Restaurant
Project

An acoustic attenuation solution provided by Sto has helped
create a new acoustic environment at a leading London
restaurant. The StoSilent Distance system has been installed
at Lyle’s – a restaurant that is becoming recognized as one of
most prestigious establishments of its kind in the capital.
Located in the historic refurbished Tea Building in Shoreditch,
Lyle’s frontage consists of original individual glazed windows,
which lead into a clean modern, large open plan area. Within
this area there are exposed HVAC services below the soffit, a
bar space and an open kitchen experience.
“Although the interior is clean, light and modern and gives
a feeling of space, unfortunately all the original features of
the building, i.e. glazed tiles to the walls, original concrete
columns and polished concrete floors are hard and reflective
and only add to the acoustic conundrum with attenuation,
reverberation and speech clarity,” explains Sto’s Technical
Consultant for Acoustics, Mike Wallace. “Add to the mix the
open kitchen and bar, mood music and hard wooden tables
and chairs, and it was vital that the correct acoustic balance
was achieved.
“For a restaurant, it’s important to create the correct
balance. You want the area to have a good background
atmosphere, and at the same time, the customers need to be
able to hold conversations without straining to hear, where
speech is intelligible. This is when good all-round acoustic
design becomes a vital element within the space. To achieve
this, we were asked to provide a Class B solution, which
translates to 0.8 and 0.85 as a weighted sound absorption
coefficiency.”

The Sto Silent Distance 115 system was chosen to achieve
this balance and Sto worked closely with Billy Hookway
of Trishna Group to provide the optimum design. The Sto
Silent Distance 115 system allows the creation of seamless,
sound-absorbent walls and ceilings up to 200 m², allowing
inclined planes, sharp and consistent joints, bulkheads and
floating return bulkheads. In line with the aspiration of the
client wishing to have a modern, clean, uncluttered aesthetic,
it was natural for Lyles to choose the Sto Silent Distance
system.
The interior soffit consisted of existing pre-constructed
square concrete coffers, and the client wished to retain
these, so Sto designed the individual canopies to be tight to
the soffit and give the impression of height and depth, and
to accentuate and express the natural concrete coffers. The
use of the Sto SW150 minimal void solution, in conjunction
with the 25mm 115 board, provided the perfect balance in
achieving the all-important acoustic design and the aesthetic
requirements.
Installation of the system was managed by Craft Interior, a
trained Sto Acoustic installer. “The overall installation was
finished with Sto Silent Décor M in white, to create an eyecatching finish that is very in-keeping with the clean and
minimalist design of the restaurant’s interior,” adds Graham
Chadwick of Craft Interior.
“The StoSilent Décor M is spray-applied and can be tinted to
match a wide range of shades from the StoColor system”.
The final effect has been extremely successful, with Lyle’s
diners able to enjoy their meal in surroundings that are
attractive and contemporary from both a visual and acoustic
viewpoint. www.sto.co.uk

Dru Announces
New Global
Truflame® Gas
Fires For 2019

Global 55XTCF

DRU, based in the Netherlands, is a leading European
manufacturer of contemporary gas fires, wood stoves
and bioethanol fires.
The Global by DRU range is a selection of modern,
high efficiency gas fires that offer many of the
features of DRU designer fires but at prices that are
affordable for most households.
An essential component of these new models is the
innovative new DRU TruFlame® burner. Rather than a
simple line burner, as found in ordinary gas fires, the
TruFlame® burner follows the contours of the logs,
creating a flame pattern that is much more authentic,
with higher, denser flames underpinned by realistic
glowing embers.
The TruFlame® range has three models with the
following variations:

Cavity wall fire flue terminal

DRU Global 55XT BF
This is a compact and versatile balanced gas fire
solution with great flexibility of installation. Its slimline
design frames an impressive log effect fire bed
with realistic flames, a choice of mirrored Ceraglass
or classic brick interior finishes and the option of
Clear View anti-reflective glass that replicates the
appearance of an open fire.
It fits a standard Class 1 UK chimney or can be
installed with a false chimneybreast in many locations
around the home. It can even be installed in a
kitchen as this picture shows. And when combined
with a classic or contemporary fire surround, it is
transformed into a complete fireplace that is at the
heart of any home.
DRU Global 70XT BF
This is an elegant and expansive gas fire, also
available in balanced flue, that is designed to be the
centrepiece of any living room.

Whether or not your home has a chimney, this glassfronted masterpiece is easy to install and will give
many years of warmth and comfort. With its exclusive
DRU Global Truflame® burner it generates beautiful
high flames with an impressive glow.
Just like the Global 55XT, this fire comes with a choice
of interior finishes: Ceraglass for an infinity flame
effect and classic brick for a more timeless look.
A traditional or modern fire surround completes the
picture and this stunning model, which is operated
with electronic remote control, will run economically
with both natural gas or LPG.
DRU Global 55XT BF cavity wall gas fire
Recently shortlisted by the Build It Awards as Best
Stove or Fire, this unique gas fire is designed to fit
neatly into a brick wall cavity, as found in most homes
that have been built since the 1960s.
The compact nature of the design allows it to be
combined with a slimline contemporary or classic fire
surround, which creates an impressive fireplace that
takes up very little floor space.
The clever ‘snorkel-shaped’ balanced flue assembly
ends in an unobtrusive terminal on the outside wall.
All the new Global TruFlame® gas fires have high
efficiency ratings and are Eco Design ready in line
with the latest European energy saving regulations.
DRU is currently inviting applications for new Global
by DRU dealers in selected areas of the UK.
www.drufire.com
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Quiet Mark
Award For
Armourcoat
Acoustic

Armourcoat’s new Acoustic Plaster System has been
granted the Quiet Mark Award - the international
mark of approval from the Noise Abatement Society
Charitable Foundation.
Quiet Mark is the international award programme
and system of support for brands and consumers.
Through its pioneering acoustic tests, the organisation
awards its distinctive Purple Q Mark to products and
services that show excellence in low-noise and highperformance.
Designed to optimize the acoustics of interior spaces,
the Armourcoat Acoustic plaster system offers a
clean and smooth mineral surface that can be applied
seamlessly over large expanses to both flat and
curved surfaces. Comprising of a special mineral wool
composite panel that is bonded onto the substrate and
finished with a seamless layer, the system presents
an elegant marble-based plaster finish while allowing
sound energy to pass through the surface.
The Armourcoat system includes a high percentage of
pre and post-consumer recycled material, zero VOCs,
is class ‘0’ fire-rated, and achieves a class ‘A’ Noise
Reduction Coefficient rating for the 50mm system.
Poppy Szkiler, Founder and Managing Director, Quiet
Mark, comments: “We welcome Armourcoat to

the growing family of global organisations that are
prioritising investment in acoustic research to create
quieter solutions, as recognised by the Quiet Mark
award. Armourcoat’s innovative acoustic plaster
system performs to the highest building standards
and incorporates special wool composite. This delivers
excellent noise reduction properties and minimises
the unnecessary intrusion of unwanted sound into
our buildings, allowing the creation of a peaceful and
supportive aural environment in our homes and places
of work.”
As part of the Surface Design Show main stage
presentations, Poppy will share her seasoned insights
as third-generation noise reduction campaigner,
Executive Producer of the film 'In Pursuit of Silence'
and creator of the Quiet Mark global award programme
for leading solutions to unwanted noise.
This will take place on Wednesday 6th February
(17.40pm–18.00pm) at the Business Design Centre
Islington. At the show, visit Armourcoat on stand
#102, which features the Quiet Mark awarded
Armourcoat Acoustic plaster system 'quiet zone'.
www.armourcoat.com
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Radiators Adding Colour….

Photography: rhubarb / Chris Orange

Increasingly, radiators are being seen as part of the décor, worth investing a
little more in, rather than simply a means of sharing heat around the home.
In some cases, they are quite literally a focal point of a room – even more
so now that coloured radiators are growing in popularity, allowing interior
designers, architects and more design savvy homeowners to select radiators
that match or contrast the other decoration in a room.
The arrival of coloured radiators is a major step forward in the radiator
marketplace and Stelrad was the first major player in the sector to add
coloured radiators to its standard range – available from stock in a small
range of colours and sizes at first, for delivery within 72 hours of ordering.
Many of Stelrad’s radiators are available in up to 36 different colours with an
eight-week lead time, but it has added a number of its radiator designs to the
‘available from stock’ list and the increase in orders for these has shown how
important coloured radiators will become in the next few months and years.
www.stelrad.com

Sounding Out Multi-Purpose Venues
The Folkehuset Absalon in Copenhagen is an excellent example of the
growing trend towards multi-use and multi-purpose cultural social
centres. Designed to promote community cohesion with a flexible
space to accommodate a variety of activities and services, multipurpose venues are used to support everything from sport, leisure and
learning through to childcare, heritage, culture, elderly needs, tourism,
pop-up shops and events.
This award-winning project designed by Arcgency architects has taken
a former Church with its high ceilings and transformed it into a flexible
community centre with ‘living-room’ feel. Teeming with life every day,
this is where people of all ages come together for communal meals,
yoga, dancing and cultural events.
Troldtekt panels are frequently specified for these types of projects
as a key way to control acoustics. If acoustic absorption is wrong,
discomfort and irritation will result from the reverberations. If they are
designed well, the participant’s interest will increase. This is particularly
true if elderly people are using the space because ambient noise can
quickly make the environment uninhabitable for them.
Specified throughout the UK and Europe, the benefits of 100%
Troldtekt natural wood wool panels include high sound absorption,
high durability, natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance
and sustainability as documented by Cradle to Cradle certification at
silver level.
The panels are also specified to improve acoustics in many different
projects, such as schools, leisure centres, pools, commercial, private
and public buildings. Available in various sizes and in four grades
from extreme fine to coarse, they can be left untreated or painted in
virtually any RAL colour.
Samples, case studies and technical information are easily sourced
from tel 01978 664255 or visit www.troldtekt.co.uk.

High Gloss Laminate Enhances Design
London’s new Design Museum has opened. It has been created within the
shell of the original 1960s Grade II listed Commonwealth Institute, well known
for its distinctive copper covered, hyperbolic paraboloid roof.
The Museum’s first permanent exhibition - ‘Designer Maker User’ - designed
by Studio Myerscough, was revamped earlier this year and uses HR LAQ from
Abet Laminati for its info-walls, displays and graphics. The result is a bold
scheme with bright and vivid red, orange and yellow hues to delineate each
area and to attract visitors into
the space. Morag Mysercough
commented, “We wanted to
create something that you
could see from the ground floor
because the exhibition sits at
the top and we wanted to draw
people up there.”
The HR LAQ laminate Collection
comprises a collection of 28
bold and bright colours available
in both horizontal and vertical
grades. They offer very high resistance to scratching, wear and abrasion,
making them perfect for this type of application where the combination of
high performance, robustness and visual appeal are paramount.
The Collection is popular with architects, designers and interior designers
looking to realise and decorate bright and vibrant creative projects. As with
all the finishes from Abet Laminati, the range meets or exceeds all European
and British performance standards for resistance to wear, heat, moisture,
impact and scratching ensuring long life-cycle, minimum maintenance and
enduring visual appeal.
Samples and technical literature are available from Abet Ltd's sample line on
tel: 020 7473 6915 or visit uk.abetlaminati.com

Surface finish specialists Armourcoat have been specified
throughout the VIVI restaurant, a new 1960’s inspired eatery
opening in the Centre Point Building in London’s West End. VIVI
promises to deliver traditional British food with an innovative twist.
VIVI’s 290-cover dining room serving delicious British favourites,
has its interior design inspired by sixties colours and fabrics
including a handmade chandelier by Danish designer Vibeke
Fonnesberg Schmidt. The new restaurant, created by rhubarb –
the team behind Sky Garden and Verdi Italian Kitchen at the Royal
Albert Hall, is part of a wider refurbishment of Richard Seifert's
celebrated Grade-II listed high-rise tower.
Armourcoat finishes have been used to spectacular effect in the
entrance lobby, restaurant reception, bar and dining area, with
close to 300m2 of hand-finished polished plaster applied to the
walls. In addition, 240m2 of Armourcoat’s new acoustic plaster
system has been installed to the ceilings in the main dining room.
Designed to optimize the acoustics of interior spaces, the
Armourcoat Acoustic plaster system offers a clean and smooth
mineral surface that can be applied seamlessly over large expanses
to both flat and curved surfaces. Comprising of a special mineral
wool composite panel that is bonded onto the substrate and
finished with a seamless layer, the system presents an elegant
marble-based plaster finish while allowing sound energy to pass
through the surface. The system was recently granted the Quiet
Mark Award - the international mark of approval from the Noise
Abatement Society Charitable Foundation.
www.armourcoat.com

Unique Calacatta From COMPAC …. Perfection Of The Soul
The beauty of the purest white quartz contrasts with dark, sinuous veins,
giving rise to an elegance and luminosity like never before. This innovative
worksurface from COMPAC makes it possible to decorate homes, apartments,
hotels, restaurants, bars and public spaces with elegant overall compositions
that transmit serenity and harmony imbued with personality and style. This
is how Unique Calacatta transforms empty, silent spaces into unforgettable,
living spaces.
Architects and designers can specify Unique Calacatta for a wide range
of projects with the confidence that every reference for this worksurface
will be identical but different. The quality, the finish, the essence …never
changes but the design of the veining is always unique. The natural hardness
of quartz comes with a waterproof, hygienic finish offering even greater
resistance to heat and scratches providing an outstanding worksurface.

Armourcoat On The Menu For New
Centre Point Restaurant

Unique Calacatta’s high performance capabilities make’s it especially
appropriate for intensive use areas such as kitchen and bathroom
worksurfaces, floor tiling or wall cladding. www.uniquecalacatta.com or
www.compac.es
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Changing Places For Invisible Disability
Have you ever needed to ‘go’ when away from home, and
not been able to easily find a toilet? Add to that feeling
the fact that you need more space, or special equipment,
or that you’ve had an accident because of continence
problems.
Building designers and operators are being urged to
“hold that thought” when creating interior spaces. Up
to 6million people in the UK are affected by continence
issues, according to latest figures from the NHS. For many,
conventional ‘away from home’ toilets are still not suitable:
they need more space, and/or equipment- a Changing
Places toilet.
“Inability to access a suitable toilet has a huge impact on
a person’s physical and mental health,” explains Alison
Bann, a nurse specialising in continence who is now
sales manager for Closomat, the UK’s leading provider of
Changing Places toilets, speaking at the annual Loo of the
Year Awards..
“At very least, someone who has a continence issue will
need to clean themselves. In severe cases, where they
need pads or nappies, that will need to be changed. How do you do any of those in a conventional toilet? You need at least more space. You potentially
need a suitable surface on which to lie (or be laid) whilst changing a pad or nappy. If you cant find that, you face the embarrassment of being dirty until
you can find somewhere suitable. That impacts on you, the people with you and around you, physically and mentally. Yet it can be avoided so easily, just
by changing how we specify and design toilets away from home.”
Under current Building Regulations and British Standards, a Changing Places should be provided in any facilities to which numbers of the public have
access, and/or spend a length of time. It should be in addition to any wheelchair-accessible toilets, and, as a minimum, be 12m2, with a ceiling track hoist,
peninsular toilet and adult-sized height adjustable changing bed. The Toilets- Provision & Accessibility Bill currently going through Parliament will, if enacted,
upgrade that to a compulsory requirement. www.clos-o-mat.com

New
Naturalism
Marble Styled
Tiles Tipped
For 2019

The marble look is enjoying a resurgence as home
owners appreciate the fusion of modern styling and the
sophisticated opulence created by marble’s dramatic
veining. The launch of the Marquis Marble tile collection
by Craven Dunnill introduces a new era of naturalism to
marble-look tiles and chimes with a growing appreciation
of original, natural materials.
This new range features five naturally-occurring marbles,
replicated in their original hues and in a choice of gloss or
matt finishes.
Diane Hyde, Marketing Manager at Craven Dunnill adds:
“The nuances of marble are a marvel of the natural world
and one which this range accurately captures for designers
and homeowners to introduce and enjoy in their décor
scheme”.

•
•
•

Beige, featuring honey-coloured undertones and
delicate cross-cutting.
Light Grey, which emulates a complex, smallstructured type of marble.
Tortora, which achieves the striking impact of an
Emperador marble, cross-cut with dramatic, calcite
veins.

The range is available in a 700 x 350mm glazed wall tile
format: the 2 to 1 size ratio proving particularly popular in
today’s market place. The wall tiles are offered in a choice
of gloss or matt finish. The matching, porcelain floor tiles
are available 592 x 592mm in a matt finish.
Craven Dunnill t: 01746 761611 www.cravendunnill.co.uk.
e:info@cravendunnill.co.uk

•

The demand for effective shallow drainage systems in today’s
modern residential builds has never been greater. As floor depths
are being squeezed to below 100mm, it is becoming more important
than ever to findcertified shallow drainage solutions thatcanmeet
strict building regulationswhilst achieving the correct waste
toleranceson-site.Designed to be installed in the shallowest of floor
depths, the BBA approved Linear Screed Drain from CCL Wetrooms
with 55mm Lo-Seal Trap technologycan deliver on both.
The unique waterless trap allows the drain to be easily installed
in any situation. The drain body is mechanically fixed to the slab, whilst the in-built height adjustment allows the outlet to be set at the
desired height to allow a sufficient gradient within the waste pipe, usually 15mm per metre.Designed as the central element of the Linear
Screed Drain,the unique Lo-Seal waterless trap at a cutting-edge depth of only 55mm, has been developed specifically for use in wetroom
construction projects with screed depths of below 70mm. Made from tough Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), the trap contains a selfsealing mechanism, which locks into position, keeping the trap sealed when not in use.

Marquis Marble from Craven Dunnill’s Renaissance
Collection offers a choice of five options:

•

CCL Wetroom’s Linear Screed Drain With 55Mm
Lo-Sealtrap -The Ideal Drainage Solution For Meeting
Strict Building Regulations In Shallow Depth Floor
Constructions

White, depicting a classical Carrara style marble with
soft grey veining.
Cream, replicating a Crema Marfil with random
veining.
From left to right: Beige, Cream, Tortora, Light Grey, White

This ensures that even when the shower is left unused for prolonged periods, the trap cannot dry outand odour cannot enter the room.
The new slimline linear drain allows the waste position to be rotated through 360°, enabling easy installation into any floor type, as well as
connecting to existing pipeworkon-site. Thanks to its uniquely adjustable stainless steel grill, any size or depth of natural stone or porcelain
tile from 6mm –20mm can be accommodated into the Stone-Infill Grill.
Howard Ball, Sales & Marketing Director at CCL Wetrooms commented: “The BBA Approved Lo-Seal Trapoffers accredited drainage
solutions toArchitects, Technical Officers, M&E Consultants and Contractorslooking to specify low level drainage into theirshallow wetroom
construction projects.“ For more information call CCL Wetrooms on 0844 327 6002 or visit www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk/me-services
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Benif Interior Film On Display At NEC
The NEC in Birmingham opened in 1976 with
seven exhibition halls, now they have nineteen and
hold some 500 events attracting over six million
people every year.
As part of their ongoing refurbishment
programme, Benif Interior Film from David
Clouting was specified to refurbish one of the
many washroom facilities located throughout the
exhibition halls.
Specialist contractor T6 totally transformed the
washroom in under 7 days by covering the existing
walls, cubicle doors and paneling with a selection
of designs and finishes from the Benif Interior Film
range.
An elegant marble design was used on the walls
and a classic wood look for the cubicle doors
matched with a grey metallic finish for the cubicle
surrounds and paneling. Benif Interior Film,
manufactured by LG Hausys, is a self-adhesive,
architectural film that can be easily applied to
most interior surfaces, with over 400 designs and
finishes to choose from walls, doors, paneling,
skirting and architrave can be quickly refurbished
to provide a stunning, cost effective finish. Benif
Interior Film is CE and IMO Certified so can be
specified with confidence for a wide range of
applications.
www.davidclouting.co.uk

Skyfold Wall Divides Top
University Laboratory
As part of an extensive refurbishment project at the School
of Biomedical Sciences, Newcastle University, Style installed
the unique Skyfold dividing wall system, delivering fast and
effective flexible room configuration to laboratory teaching
facilities. Skyfold is a fully automatic, acoustic moveable
wall that is housed discreetly in the ceiling cavity and offers
unparalleled acoustic integrity of 59dB Rw.
“We needed a solution to divide the large open-plan
teaching laboratory that would minimise sound transfer,
as the separate labs can have over 100 students attending
lectures on either side of the dividing wall,” said Dr Alison
Gregory, technical manager, School of Biomedical Sciences
at the University.
“We chose a Skyfold mobile partition, which was expertly
installed by Style, because it is quick and easy to operate
and offers the required level of acoustic privacy. We have
been delighted with the result.” Newcastle University's
Faculty of Medical Sciences is home to a world-leading
collaboration of research scientists, engineers, medical doctors and teaching professionals. In 2018, the University invested £1.308m to redesign and
refurbish two teaching laboratories, creating a single large laboratory for approximately 200 students in a high quality, bright and airy space.
Working with senior surveyor, Ross Henderson in Newcastle University’s Estates department and main contractor, Vest Construction, Style
recommended the Classic 60 Skyfold moveable wall as the perfect dividing solution for the new laboratory facility. The Skyfold descending dividing wall
allows for different practical classes to be accommodated simultaneously in two separate spaces. “The wall has exceeded our expectations acoustically,
visually and practically,” confirms Gregory.
“We can run independent activities in adjoining labs with large numbers of students with virtually no sound transfer between rooms. When the wall
needs to be raised or lowered, its electric mechanisms and safety features enable it to be used with ease by staff. The silver metallic finish is both
modern and practical – it can be wiped down if required – and fits in perfectly with our newly refurbished laboratory.” www.style-partitions.co.uk
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PAC Keeps Gloucester City Homes’
Residents As Safe As Houses
Gloucester City Homes is an independent registered
housing association that owns and manages rented
homes, leasehold properties, shared ownership
properties, commercial units and homeless units.
It recently upgraded access control within a number
of its dwellings with pioneering technology from PAC
by STANLEY Products & Solutions. Gloucester City
Homes provides the highest standards of security and
safety in its dwellings and David Wainwright, it’s IT
operations manager, comments, ‘It was obvious to me
that innovations in access control had moved on apace
in the 20 years since the previous PAC system had
been installed in 236 of our buildings across the city.
Although the system had served us well I decided to invite in PAC’s area manager, Lloyd Palmer, to look at what we could do to upgrade it.’
Lloyd Palmer put together a proposal that involved the installation of PAC 512 controllers and modems to create a highly innovative remote
monitoring platform that could be accessed via a PC, tablet or smartphone. He explains, ‘PAC 512 devices utilise the general packet radio
service (GPRS) platform, which is a faster and cost effective means of connecting remote sites via a mobile network. It provides an enhanced
service over traditional mobile/landline telephone connections and makes administration of the system more flexible.’
Over a three-month period HJS engineers installed the new system to an agreed programme. Each site remained operational in order to
ensure consistency of service until the new system was installed, commissioned and tested and a successful switchover completed. The
new system has been fully integrated with the PAC Residential Cloud, which allows designated personnel to access information remotely. The
PAC Residential Cloud uses a virtual private network (VPN) to keep data safe and is General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliant.
Information is stored with The Bunker, a trusted PAC partner for highly secure, compliant and high availability outsourced infrastructure.
www.pacgdx.com

Premdor’s SpeedSet Plus Internal Doorset Solution
When choosing internal doors for your home, renovation or new build project, the first questions that usually come to mind are: is it fit for purpose and how much
does it cost? Hanging doors are tougher than they look and employing experienced joiners can seem an unwanted but necessary expense in both time and money.
With Premdor’s SpeedSet Plus internal doorset system, costly joinery skills can be eliminated. The pre-hung doorset system can take as little as 20 minutes to install
and the unique frame adjustment system means fitting the door doesn’t require skilled labour. Available in a number of differing styles, glazing options, sizes and
cores, the SpeedSet Plus could be the hassle free missing piece of your project. In need of an internal apartment entrance doorset? The SoundSecure range boasts
Secured by Design approval and offers up to 40 different designs.
www.premdor.co.uk/internal-doorsets

Schueco Concealed Vent Façade System
Has Strong Aesthetic Appeal
The importance of visual aesthetics to architects is demonstrated
by the popularity of the FWS 60 CV concealed vent façade from
Schueco UK. The unique feature of this state-of-the-art aluminium
system for floor-to-ceiling ribbon windows is that from the outside
it is impossible to see which vents open and which vents are fixed.
This innovative design first, which also has the benefit of
maximising light transmission through the façade, is achieved by
merging the vent with the load-bearing structure.
Even from inside, the only indications of an opening unit are a
flat slimline shadow gap and the presence of the window handle.
Moreover, to ensure safety in use, an almost invisible all-glass Juliet
balcony can be integrated into the areas which have opening vents.
Also ideal for punched openings, the Schueco FWS 60 CV façade
counteracts the prevailing trend of meeting the demand for ever
greater levels of thermal and sound insulation by using ever larger
window profiles. Instead, the system has been designed with facewidths that are elegant and narrow and yet its inbuilt engineering
excellence means that it delivers impressive Ucw values.
www.schueco.co.uk

Timeless Revolving
Entrance For Elegant Hotel
As part of a significant redevelopment
programme, TORMAX has installed
a contemporary, 3-wing automatic
revolving door to the refurbished
reception at the DoubleTree by Hilton
Hotel and Spa, Chester. Providing
a prestigious access solution that
blends seamlessly with the original
18th Century Manor House and the
modern 79-bedroom extension wing,
the revolving door is powered by the
TORMAX 5201 operator, ensuring
ongoing safe and reliable access, even on the busiest of day. For a comprehensive solution, a TORMAX 1201 automatic swing door was installed
to one side. “A TORMAX revolving entrance combines timeless elegance with a technologically advanced door drive, that delivers ongoing reliability
long into the future,” said Simon Roberts, md for TORMAX UK Ltd. “The convenience of a swing pass door ensures a warm welcome for all visitors,
including wheelchair users for example, or those with bulky suitcases. Situated on 12 acres of landscaped gardens, the Chester hotel, which is
managed by Valor Hospitality Europe, offers stylish accommodation, a Marco Pierre White Steakhouse Bar & Grill, a sumptuously decorated lounge
and bar as well as a spa and fitness centre, and flexible event and meeting rooms.
TORMAX was contracted to manufacture and install the revolving entrance combined with an automatic swing door, giving clear and easy access
to the grand reception area. Using a simple programmable keypad, hotel staff can quickly adapt the speed of the revolving door to reflect weather
conditions and how busy the entrance is. This not only minimises heat-loss from the reception area but also helps to ensure energy efficient
operation, contributing to a low carbon footprint for the hotel. S
afety of guests and staff is assured thanks to an ingenious design which ensures that even in the event of a power failure during an emergency
evacuation, the brake mechanism that stops the door being manually spun too fast, resulting in accidents, will still work. “Most revolving doors lose
this crucial safety addition in the event of a power outage,” confirms Roberts, “The 5201 harnesses the energy created by the door being manually
spun and uses it to power the brake mechanism.” www.tormax.co.uk
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Sliding Version Of Crittall Innervision
Steel Screens Launched
Creating a seamless transition between internal areas
by opening or closing space is now possible with
new single or double leaf sliding doors from Crittall’s
range of InnerVision interior screens. The new
doors offer wider opening areas than more intrusive
hinged alternatives by virtue of their sliding design
maximising use of inside room space, particularly
where it may be limited.
Offering the strength and ultra-slim profile which
are the hallmark of the Crittall range of products the
InnerVision range allows the sub-division of internal
commercial or domestic spaces without interrupting
the transmission of light or reducing valuable space. In
commercial applications screens and sliding doors can
be used to create quiet spaces in busy offices, schools
and colleges, or calm interiors in restaurants while
hectic kitchens or bars are still in full view.
Matching an existing décor presents no difficulty as the steel frames can be powder-coated to the customer’s choice of RAL or BS colours.
A range of glazing options are available to provide privacy or reduced noise levels. The new sliding door features concealed top positioned
running gear and a bottom guide for particularly large models.
Fully compatible with other InnerVision products, the sliding door variant can be specified with a secure latch-able configuration. The doors
are available with a wide range of handle styles and brass finishes. Each screen or door is created specifically to suit the application, panel
shape or size, with single or double glazing using clear, decorative or obscure glass. www.crittall-windows.co.uk

FGS Brings The Spirit Of Creativity To Glazed Façade
Of Iconic Speyside Distillery

Yeoman Shield
Twin Handrail
Chosen For
New Care Unit
At William
Harvey
Hospital

Yeoman Shield were assigned by main contractors Bauvill
Construction to install a wall and door protection system
as part of the scheme to create a new Cardiac Critical
Care Unit (CCU) and Cardiology ward along with an
access corridor at William Harvey Hospital in Kent.
The access corridor was fitted with Yeoman Shield’s
Guardian Twin Handrail in a stunning colour combination
of burgundy and mid grey with matching accessories
and attractive stainless steel connective brackets helping
to add a unique touch to the décor of the area. Chosen
for its dual functionality the Guardian Twin handrail
incorporates an ergonomic upper handrail as support
for people who require assistance and a lower robust
protection rail, which sitting slightly forward guards both
the handrail and the walls from marking and damage
caused by the passage of wheeled equipment.
The same Guardian Twin Handrail system was also
deployed in the CCU this time with a red lower rail, a
striking contrast to the mid grey handrail. Matching
red Corner Protection Angles, both 90° and 135°, were
installed to vulnerable corners protecting from impact
damage.

Fire doors in the unit also benefitted from the installation
of Yeoman Shield’s fire rated door protection products,
shielding the door from impact damage that can be
detrimental to the functioning of a fire door. Fire rated
door edge protectors to both meeting and hinged edges
as well as door protection panels were added to the
door without affecting the integrity of the original fire
door. Yeoman Shield were able to assist with exacting
time scales on the project by a quick turnaround of
product and service with a site survey, manufacture and
installation of the product being completed in 2 weeks.
Paula Stone, Head of Operational Facilities Management
at East Kent University Foundation Trust commented
“The lower wall protection element of Yeoman Shield’s
Guardian Handrail now fitted in our high traffic areas will
reduce the cost of repairs and maintenance overtime. The
upper handrail of the system will help less abled patients
get around hospitals giving them something to grab on
to if needs be, helping to prevent falls. The design of the
rail has the added benefit of being easy to clean which
adheres to our infection control policies.”
For more information on Yeoman Shield wall & door
protection products please go to www.yeomanshield.com
or call 0113 279 5854.

Creating the ideal glazed façade is always a challenge – but
never more so than when it also has to accommodate large,
unpredictable amounts of movement. This was the challenge
faced by Façade & Glazing Solutions UK Ltd. (FGS) at The
Macallan whisky distillery in Speyside.
As part of the £140m project, FGS was commissioned to design,
manufacture and install a glass façade – which, as well as looking
stunning, would accommodate the deflection of the building’s
striking timber and turf roof. Comprising five circular structures
that form the distillery’s production rooms, arguably the most
distinctive feature of the new Macallan site is its rolling grass roof
set over a sustainable Glulam timber structure: the building is set
directly into the landscape so that the ground rises to cover the
distillery.
The roof of the new distillery is one of the most complicated
timber structures in the world and was expected to provide up
to a possible 60mm downward deflection and 38mm outward
deflection, so FGS had to ensure that the main façade screen
could accept this level of movement. Solar control was also a high priority for the project: it was important that the building’s temperature should
remain as consistent as possible to ensure comfort, energy efficiency, and reliable conditions for distillation. For the main façade, FGS installed 59mm
thick units of laminated heat strengthened safety glass structurally bonded to structural fins made from 33mm thick laminated toughened glass. To
combat movement and deflection in the glass caused by the Glulam roof structure, FGS had to introduce a pin joint to the base of the glass fin to limit
the outward movement.
To insulate the glass units and limit heat exchange, the glass was retained in a thermally broken channel at its base, which was designed especially for
the project by FGS. Arguably the distillery’s most striking glazed feature is the Cave Privee, a stunning 3m-high curved glass viewing deck and function
room located in the visitor area. This was created using 41mm toughened double glazed glass units, both straight and curved, comprising 10mm panes
of SGG Securit Planibel for the outer and 10mm Securit Planiclear for the inner pane. The units were then glazed into steel channels at the head and
base, and direct fixed to concrete slabs.
www.fgs-uk.co.uk
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Expected Winter Whiteout Means Autos Should Be Checked
Carrying out weekly checks on automatic doors in the run-up to the UK’s envisaged
“worst winter in 70 years” is being urged by experts from GEZE UK. Weather forecasters
are predicting that a polar cold snap could bring the longest whiteout Britain has seen
since the 1950s – not the time to find that automatic doors are no longer working
properly. GEZE UK’s service director Steve Marshall says that ensuring doors are properly
maintained and working correctly will help reduce heat loss, reduce the chances of water
ingress – minimising the chance of slips or trips – and reduce carbon footprint and C02
levels into the building. He advises estate and facilities managers to put in place weekly
checks to ensure that doors open and close with maximum efficiency.
“If the doors form a secure entrance proper maintenance is essential to ensure that the
door leaf or leaves close fully on to locks or magnetic locks to maintain security,” he said.
He recommends a ‘ten-point plan’ to keep doors in tip top condition.
This includes:
Making sure that any operator running tracks or the path of travel that a door
follows is clear of debris including snow and grit
Checking brush strips or sealing strips are present and in good condition
Visually inspecting the operation of the door and ensuring that it opens and closes in a 20-25 second cycle time depending on the application
Ensuring that the door is brought to a full close and if required engage with any locking systems
Making sure that sensors are clean and free from damage
Testing of any push button activation devices to ensure door opens and closes efficiently
Inspect for any loose or damaged drive arms which should be reported immediately
Visually inspect the door for any damage including breakages to glass and report immediately
Listen to the operation of the door any unusual ‘metal on metal’ scraping which may indicate a problem that will result in failure of the door later. Again, this
should be reported immediately
Visually inspect the door and identify if there is any scraping of the door directly on the floor
In addition, ‘dutyholders’ need to prepare for snowy and icy conditions and minimise risk. The HSE’s Approved Code of Practice (ACoP) L24 for the Workplace
(Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations notes in paragraph 96 that this might include “gritting, snow clearing and closing off some routes, particularly outside
stairs, ladders and walkways on the roof”. Carrying out risk assessments before the bad weather arrives is the best course of action, it recommends.
Adds Steve: “Generally, weather conditions in the UK tend not to be so severe but during the winter months we should prepare for the worst and hope for the
best. Carrying out this simple ten-point plan throughout the year should help keep automatic doors working at their best and keep anyone walking over our
thresholds safe and secure.” www.geze.co.uk
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Historic Building Renovation Enjoys Sea
And Sky Views Thanks To Xtralite
A historic building in the seaside town of Whitley
Bay has undergone a radical renovation and
development programme restoring it to its former
glory.
Spanish City, which was constructed in 1910, has
been given a new lease of life as part of a coastal
development plan driven by North Tyneside
County Council. Its unusual name is reputedly
borne from the ‘Toreadors’ concert party who
played on a temporary stage in what was then
home to Rockliffe Rugby Club between 1904 and
1907.
To protect their audience from the inclement
North Eastern weather, canvas and wood awnings were built and painted to look like a Spanish Village and the rest, as they say is history. Fast
forward to the 21st century and the £10m investment has seen the restoration of original features along with modern extensions and the wonderful
rotunda atop the building has been beautifully brought back to life as a focal point of the project.
The ceiling of the central space has been removed from the ground floor to allow visitors to see the iconic dome and the architectural detail. Xtralite
supplied products from its X-Glaze range which incorporated a series of self-supporting 37.5mm double glazed units with dimension of 4.92 metres
wide and a slope length of 2.52m pitched at 5° 7 units covering an area of 86.78 sqm.
The Double Glazed Glass units were made up of 10mm thick Guardian SunGuard 70/35 toughened solar control outer pane, 16mm Argon filled
cavity with black spacer bar, 11.5mm thick clear heat strengthened laminate with Ionomer interlayer and black boarder to give building users
greater comfort. Practically, the units were fitted directly to the builder’s kerb and resulted in a 1.2 W/m²°K Ud value (relating to the glazing units
only). ww.xtralite.co.uk
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Comar
9P.i High
Performance
Window,
Door &
Framing
System
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After extensive research and consultation with key supply
partners, Comar Architectural Aluminium Systems deliver the
Comar 9P.i High Performance Window, Door and Framing
System. Research indicated that a thermally efficient futureproof facade system was required, with off-site manufacture
and value engineering solutions that actively seek to reduce
material content.
Comar 9P.i High Performance framing offers two options
of construction, ladder frame or mitre frame. Comar 9P.i
windows and 9P.i doors can be hung directly from the frame,
reducing the need for additional outer frames, creating a
truly integrated solution. Building typologies differ from
refurbishment to new build, so Comar 9P.i has profiles widths
from 78mm, 100mm and 120mm creating greater design
flexibility.
There are three levels of thermal performance, standard,
multi-chamber and multi-chamber thermal foam, creating
U-values of between 1.6 to 1.0 for a typical grid size with
opening vents. Comar 9P.i has slim 65mm sight-lines to
meet that architecturally demanded aesthetics are achieved.
Glazing lines are flush, maintaining consistent lines for a
sleek external facade providing straight interfacing with walls,
internal floors and partitions.
Consideration is also given for plaster-lines with profiles to
cater for differing situations. Comar 9P.i windows can be
open-in or open-out side, top or bottom hung and a tilt
and turn option, offering unobtrusive ventilation. Comar
5P.i Vertical Sliding Windows and Horizontal Windows can
also be integrated into the Comar 9P.i framing. Glazing sizes
have been catered for up to 62mm meaning that future
requirements for high performing acoustic or triple glazed
projects can be specified.

Comar 9Pi. The Next Generation of Framing Systems, includes:
New Comar 9P.i & Comar 9P.i high performance window
and door suite.
Value Engineered: Windows and Doors hang directly
from Comar 9P.i Framing, reducing metal content
Fast-track fabrication, off-site construction.
British Standards BS 6375, PAS 23 and PAS 24
Security approved Secured by Design
Dual colour options with all finishes: anodising with a
35-year guarantee, polyester powder coating, a 25-year
guarantee with RAL colours from Interpon and Syntha
Pulvin
Value engineering opportunities creating cost efficiencies
Low-rise thresholds and wide doors to cater for DDA
Up to two storey facades, with 3000mm spans at
1500mm centres
Low U-values 1.6 – 1.0
High span mullions and transoms
Slim 65mm, sight-lines
Flexibility: Profile width 80mm, 100mm & 120mm
Three options of thermal performance, standard, multichambered, thermal foam
Flush glazing seamless opening vents
Glass lines on one plane
Integrates with existing Comar 5P.i windows and Comar
7 Doors
Flexible fabrication mitre frame construction or ladder
frame construction
www.comar-alu.co.uk
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A World Of
Possibilities
With
Vicaima
Doors

The eagerly anticipated 2019 edition of the Vicaima Interior
Door Selector (IDS) has now arrived, with an array of
products designed to inspire creative interiors for modern
living. Whether for homes, commercial environments,
health or educational establishments, Vicaima offers
original style coupled with outstanding performance.
The 2019 IDS provides specifiers and distributors with
an easy to navigate, priced guide through a myriad of
styles and finishes that demonstrate the sheer breadth
of possibilities available with Vicaima interior doors
and doorsets. All doors are available in a variety of
constructional cores, extensive choice of dimensions and
of course a colour palette that allows real creative flair
for new build and refurbishment projects. Whether the
vision calls for wood veneers displaying their natural specie
or stained in a contemporary tone, originally designed
laminates and innovative foils or even a spectrum of paint
lacquers; Vicaima has one of the most comprehensive
selections available.

As if 80 pages of door models were not enough, the
Vicaima 2019 Interior Door Selector goes one step further,
offering a wide assortment of additional modifications.
Vicaima customisation provides the opportunity to select
a door of choice from any of their Essential ex-stock
solid core designs and to transform them with grooves,
inlays and glazing plus many other factory servicing
options. Effectively this creates thousands of additional
doors patterns, all available with shorter lead times than
conventional bespoke doors.
Download a copy of the 2019 Interior Door Selector
today by visiting the Vicaima website www.vicaima.com.
Alternatively call 01793 532333 for further possibilities.

GrandView
30 A Photography Studio, A Private House and An Art Gallery:
STUDIO LOFT
www.egemenyerce.com

34 Cap Free Fire Rated Curtain Wall
www.aluprof.co.uk
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Studio Loft is the story of the conversion of a regular, standard flat
into a photography studio, private house and an art gallery by Yerce
Architecture. While the ground floor was planned to fulfill the necessities
of a photographic studio and an exhibition space, the upper floor was
designed to have the office space, kitchen area, sleeping and private
resting zones.
The apartment is located on a quiet street parallel to a busy boulevard
in Alsancak, one of the most densely populated neighbourhoods in Izmir.
The brief was to design the ground floor and the upper floor of this
apartment which was part of a five storey housing block on this calm
and green street, to be used as a photographic studio. During the design
process, together with the client it was agreed upon that this place could
go beyond being just a photographic studio.
Besides meeting the demands of the client who is a well-known
photographer in İzmir, who wanted to have a place for his own where
he could live and work, the idea of integrating an exhibition area to this
space was quickly embraced. While enabling his studio to exhibit and
share the photographic work that it produces, this space would also
host other photography exhibitions and thus become an alternative art
exhibition spot in the city.
While the ground floor was planned to fulfill the necessities of a
photographic studio and an exhibition space, the upper floor was
designed to have the office space, kitchen area, sleeping and private
resting zones. However, one of the important targets of the project was
to maximize the creative space for the photographic studio, therefore
in the design process upper floor and mezzanine is planned to serve as
spaces for photo shooting if wanted. In this way, the project turned into a
‘loft’ space where working, living &amp; exhibiting functions intertwined
with each other under the roof of a photographic studio.
Answers were sought to questions such as how could a space which was
constructed and used initially as a typical, standard apartment could
transform into a multifunctional area where different functions and forms
of living can go along together; how could permeability within these
functions be established and how could the flow of life and space be in
such a place.

Project got the chance to open more to public thanks to the
exhibition space that it had gained. Integration with the wide
sidewalk in front of the apartment was essential. The surrounding
space around the apartment until the street, was decided to be
included in the design. Sidewalk level and the material was to
continue until the inner space.
The sliding folding glass doors forming the facade, could open
completely by being collected on the sides and thus would
contribute to the fusion of the inner space with the urban space
on an exhibition event. Street flowing into the inner space and
viceversa, would enable a potential exhibition visitor passing by
there to have a look into the exhibition without a filter. This wide
sidewalk that belongs to the city and the apartment could become
a social area and platform on an exhibition opening night where
people could communicate with the comfort of being on the street
rather than in an enclosed gallery space.
As a result a cozy, fun, wise layout, set up and transformation was
aimed which would balance well the separation and incorporation of
the abovementioned functions and be open to public and be private
to the necessary extent while contributing to the surrounding built
environment.
www.egemenyerce.com
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Cap Free
Fire Rated
Curtain
Wall
In what is believed to be a first
for the industry, a cap-less, fire
rated curtain wall system has been
completed on a refurbishment
development in Manchester. The
project, known as ‘The Core’, is
located at 24-30 Brown Street in the
city centre and uses the ‘MB-SR50N
EI efekt’ developed by Aluprof.
Originally built in the mid-1980s
as the headquarters for law
firm Halliwells, the building, also
formerly known as St James’s
Court, has been given an £8 million
overhaul to replace the facade and
re-fit the internals.
The Core comprises 48,000 sq.ft
of office space over six floors
including a new 7,500 sq.ft roof-top
extension. It is this new upper
floor that proved a challenge for
the architects PRP as the planners
insisted on parts of the new facade
would need to be fire rated due to
the proximity of other buildings and
future developments.
A fire rating of EI60 was required
on part of the new cap-less, curved
glass facade on the top floor.
Aluprof’s new system, MB-SR50N
EI efekt, enabled the architect to
have a cap-less fire rated system
whilst at the same time seamlessly
blending in with areas which did not
require a fire rating.
Dan Holden of facade specialists
Caseu Consulto who designed and
installed the facade takes up the
story, “We were going down the
route of a steel system for this
project until we were introduced
to this new system by Aluprof. To
achieve a cap-less fire rated curtain
wall system is a big development for
the industry, but to be able to have
the fire rated system on one side of
a mullion and non-fire rated on the
other side in a seamless transition,
is truly impressive.”

With the old heavy red brick facade removed and window
openings made much larger, the new office development
has been finished to shell to allow tenants to customise their
space, following the trend for more individually designed
workspaces. The central light-well has been opened up and
windows enlarged to further add light into all floors.
The project team for the refurbishment, managed by OBI,
included PRP Architects, Russells Construction, Tier Consult as
structural engineer, and REDS, M&E advisor.
Aluprof UK’s head office and extensive distribution centre
is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof systems are
increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential and
commercial projects across the UK.
Systems are designed, fabricated and installed by selected,
specially trained local companies, to ensure each fabricated
product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards.
Further information is available on the company’s website at
www.aluprof.co.uk and specialist advice is available directly
from Aluprof’s UK head offices on 0161 941 4005.
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Schueco UK Excellence Awards 2019 Now Open For Entries
Schueco UK, Britain’s leading specialist in aluminium and steel systems for the whole building
envelope, are calling on architects, main contractors and specialist contractors to submit
entries to the 2019 Schueco Excellence Awards for Design and Innovation. Established in 2013,
this highly regarded annual competition continues to attract large numbers of submissions
from all over the UK and Ireland, with Schueco confident that entries for the 2019 competition
will top last year’s record total. The only criteria for an eligible entry are that the project
submitted should have been completed before the end of March 2019 and should have utilised
at least one Schueco system in either aluminium or steel, with the involvement of a Schueco
UK network partner fabricator. The judges will be looking for evidence of innovation, technical
expertise and creative collaboration between all members of the build team.
The categories for the 2019 Schueco Excellence Awards are: Education building; Health
building; Commercial building; Cultural building; Individual house; Individual home
improvement; Residential development; Refurbishment project; Steel project; and Specialist
contractor. Entry forms are now accessible on the website of Architecture Today, which, for
the second year running, is organising the competition.
AT’s input into the 2018 Awards included new in-depth digital coverage, on-line advertising,
videos of the winning entrants and a winners’ conference. This year the panel of judges will be
chaired by Paul Williams of Stanton Williams and will include Julia Barfield of Marks Barfield,
Neil Dusheiko of Neil Dusheiko Architects, Clare Wright of Wright & Wright, Steve Mudie of
alinea Consulting and Paul Savidge of Wintech. The special Awards Luncheon in June will once
again take place at the famous Saatchi Gallery off the King’s Road in Chelsea.
Every company that submits an entry to the Awards can attend this prestigious occasion. All
shortlisted projects will be included in a special Architecture Today supplement, and winning
companies will also benefit from being promoted in Schueco UK’s own Partner and Resi
magazines (combined circulation 25,000). Further details and an online entry form can be
found at www.architecturetoday.co.uk/schuecoawards2019
The closing date for entries is 5 pm on 15th April 2019.

New RIBA Accredited CPD From
Howe Green Ltd
Howe Green Ltd, the UK’s leading manufacturer
of fabricated metal access covers, has recently
launched a new CPD seminar.
The CPD – “Safe Access All Areas: Floor Access” has
been accredited by RIBA and is listed on the RIBA
CPD website – www.ribacpd.com.
The aim of the CPD is to help architects and
specifiers gain a greater insight into the key
considerations when specifying floor access covers.
Floor access covers provide a safe and easy way
to overcome the challenge of accessing building
services concealed under floors. As a small part of an overall construction project floor access covers are often an overlooked element of
the building envelope. However, the consequences of specifying an access cover that is inappropriate for the environment where it is being
installed can have far-reaching, and costly, implications. Choice of materials, such as stainless steel or aluminium, loading performance, floor
finish and fire rating are examples of just some of the different design parameters that need to be considered when specifying floor access
covers.
Health and safety remain at the forefront of specification in the construction industry. The CPD outlines how floor access covers can be moved
safely and in line with the Manual Handling Operations Regulations (MHOR) 1992, CDM 2015 Regulations and Building Regulations.
Floor access covers may seem a simple, straightforward product to specify however getting the specification right for the intended use and
ensuring the requirements for both performance and aesthetics are met can be fraught with complexity.
Please call Sue Marler on 01920 463 230 or email cpd@howegreen.co.uk for further information.

Wienerberger
Brick Award
2020: Call
For Entries

To celebrate outstanding brick and ceramic building
projects from around the world, the world’s largest
brick manufacturer Wienerberger is inviting architects,
architecture critics and journalists alike to enter projects
into the Wienerberger Brick Award 2020. Entries are
open from 7th January 2019 until 9th April 2019.
Initiated in 2004, the Wienerberger Brick Award is a
biennial international architectural award presented
to remarkable examples of modern and innovative
brick architecture. In 2020, Wienerberger will host this
internationally recognised awards event for the ninth
time with a prestigious ceremony in Vienna.
For these highly prized awards, Wienerberger is looking
for impressive projects featuring ceramic building
materials, whether that is facing bricks, clay blocks, clay
roof tiles, clay façade panels or clay pavers. The use
of Wienerberger products is not a necessary condition
of participation. Submitted projects can be newly
constructed, refurbished and converted buildings, can
include new or reused materials, and must have been
completed in 2016 or later.
Participants are asked to fill out an online form
comprising of basic project data, a short informative
description of the project and building plans, as well as
uploading photos. After the submission period ends on
the 9th April 2019, a panel of architecture journalists
and critics will narrow down the number of entries to 50
nominated projects for the Wienerberger Brick Award
2020. These nominations will be published in the highly
sought-after Brick20 book.
The Wienerberger Brick Award 2020 comprises of five
categories:

•

Feeling at home: single-family houses, semidetached houses and small housing projects of

•
•
•
•

high architectural quality that provide comfortable,
healthy & sustainable living spaces.
Living together: multi-family houses: innovative
residential solutions taking into account the trends
and challenges of urbanisation such as scarcity of
space, social challenges and new living concepts.
Working together: comfortable, aesthetic and
functional commercial buildings, offices and
industrial buildings.
Sharing public spaces: comfortable, aesthetic and
functional public buildings for education, culture,
healthcare, public places and infrastructure
projects.
Building outside the box: innovative concepts
and ways of using brick, use of new construction
technologies, special brickworks, custom-made
bricks and new ornamentation.

An international jury of architects will select each
category winner as well as the Grand Prize winner in
time for the Spring 2020 awards ceremony. The Grand
Prize winner receives a prize fund of 7,000 Euros, with
each category winner receiving 5,000 Euros.
The Wienerberger Brick Award team received nearly 600
fascinating project submissions from 44 countries for the
2018 awards.
To take a look at past Wienerberger Brick Award winning
projects and to submit an entry for the 2020 awards,
visit www.brickaward.com. The closing date for project
submissions is 9th April 2019.
For further information on Wienerberger please visit
www.wienerberger.co.uk
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Lord-Lieutenant Presents Ancon With Third Queen’s Award
For Enterprise
ANCON has officially received the 2018 Queen’s Award for Enterprise from
the Lord-Lieutenant of South Yorkshire, Mr Andrew Coombe, on behalf of Her
Majesty the Queen.
This is the third
time the company
has been honoured
in this prestigious
award scheme
that acknowledges
outstanding
achievements by UK
businesses. Ancon’s
2018 Innovation award
follows its Queen’s
Awards for International Trade in 2015 and Innovation in 2012. The award
was received on behalf of Ancon by company director Peter McDermott at
a special ceremony attended by 36 long-serving employees representing all
areas of the business from sales and marketing to production and accounts.
www.ancon.co.uk

Sika Everbuild Press Release Here Comes Everflex
The Everflex range of
Professional Sealants has had
a make-over, incorporating
the same great performance
your customers expect from
Sika Everbuild with a fresh
new design that looks great
on the shelf. With professional
trade quality products to suit
almost any application including
sanitary, glazing, roofline and
interior finishing, the Everflex
range really is the ultimate
collection and the only one you
need to stock. To support the release of the new look Everflex range, an
array of merchant support and point of sale will be available along with a
full media campaign and promotional animated video for in store display.
www.everbuild.co.uk/everflex
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All You Need To Do Is Renovate IT!
UltraFloor, part of the award-winning Instarmac Group plc, are delighted to
announce the launch of Level IT Renovate – a flexible and versatile smoothing
underlayment ideal for refurbishment projects.
Developed for the renovation of existing floors, UltraFloor’s latest smoothing
underlayment is fibre reinforced for added strength and to minimise the risk
of hairline cracks – reducing a common cause of costly failures.
Suitable for deep applications from
3-40mm, Level IT Renovate is
multi-purpose for extensive use and
boasts excellent flow properties,
making this flexible and versatile
floor leveller ideal for a wide range
of flooring substrates.
Level IT Renovate is a single part
smoothing underlayment, offering
a unique alternative within the
UltraFloor range, and is suitable for
use over most strong and stable
subfloors, which makes this semirapid fibre reinforced floor leveller
perfect for both commercial and
domestic applications.
In addition, Level IT Renovate is
protein free, reducing the risk and
spread of bacteria, and is low odour providing a pleasant environment for
contractors, homeowners and any staff working within the project area.
What’s more, Level IT Renovate has a working time of 20-30 minutes, can be
walked on in as little as 2 – 2.5 hours and can receive floor coverings in just
4 hours. Level IT Renovate is compatible with underfloor heating systems.
Please contact the UltraFloor team by emailing ultrafloor@instarmac.co.uk or
calling 01827 254402.

Pegler Introduces Thick Wall Steel Pipe Press Fitting Range

The leading manufacturer of Integrated Piping Systems, Pegler, has
expanded its training facilities in Doncaster to offer an even greater
interactive experience. The specialised valve centre offers more hands-on
training for individuals and companies to facilitate greater understanding
and more experience in balancing and commissioning valves. Glenn
Schofield,
Technical Training
Support Manager,
commented: “We
have specifically
designed this
training facility to
simulate real life
situations. The
whole room can
be used at once
or just certain
sections to show
what could happen
in any commercial
or domestic setting.” The aptly named ‘valves wall’ houses a Grundfoss
Magna 3 pump which delivers a head pressure up to 15 metres and
provides all or just some of the systems with their requirements depending
on learning needs.
The training provided by Glenn covers differential pressures and how to
deal with them, what effects control valves have on velocity noise and
flow rates and how to lock valves and change flow. The training facility
is open to all those interested in commissioning and balancing systems.
Visitors so far have included architects, specifiers, clerk of works, installers,
commissioners and college students.
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

New Membrane Addresses Airtightness And Thermal Bridging
Combined
The A. Proctor Group has launched a new wall membrane composite, which
will improve airtightness levels whilst at the same time addresses the need to
reduce thermal bridging, particularly in refurbishment projects. Wraptherm
is a high-performance self-adhesive membrane composite specifically
developed to be applied
during the refurbishment
of existing buildings,
and specifically where
there is a requirement to
enhance the thermal and
airtightness performance
of the building.
Wraptherm consists of
a 10mm Spacetherm
insulation blanket bonded
to the face of Wraptite,
the industry recognised vapour permeable, self-adhesive airtight membrane.
Designed to be applied to the internal face of the existing façade, Wraptherm
provides a vapour permeable yet airtight layer, fully self-adhered to the
substrate beneath with the added benefit of a 10mm thick layer of highperformance Spacetherm insulation blanket.
Over this airtight/thermal composite framing can then be installed. The
installation of Wraptherm therefore provides the added benefit of reducing
the thermal bridging through the framing by the use of the continuous layer
of insulation.Where required, additional thermal insulation can be included
within the frame to meet the specific U-value requirements of the project.
www.proctorgroup.com

Timely Solution To Ease ‘Hidden’ Housing Crisis
A report by the Equality & Human Right Commissions maintains that part
of Britain’s ‘hidden housing crisis’ is due to the length of time and poor
workmanship in completing home adaptations. In the bathroom at least,
a solution to facilitate an efficient, professional and timely adaptation is
available. Closomat, Britain’s brand leader in accessible toilet and intimate
care equipment, is now fully CDM (Construction Design & Management)
2015 compliant. The qualification complements the company’s established
service that already offers site survey, design advice, supply, installation and
commissioning.

Tower Blocks’ Fire Alarm Systems Raised To Top Category
Protection With Aico
Watford Community
Housing has completed the
installation of Grade D, LD1
fire detection systems in
two 16 storey tower blocks
using Aico Multi-Sensor Fire
Alarms and accessories,
wirelessly interconnected
with Aico’s RadioLINK+ RF
technology. Aico’s MultiSensor Fire Alarm uses
two sensor types, optical
and heat, to constantly monitor smoke and heat levels which are
processed through intelligent detection software to provide the best
response to all fire types, as well as reducing potential false alarms;
the latter is enhanced through a dust compensation feature. Three
to four Multi-Sensors have been installed per flat, plus an Ei164e
Heat Alarm in the kitchen and a wall mounted Ei450 Alarm Control
Switch. www.aico.co.uk

Specialised Valve Training Centre Created At Pegler

As the momentum for using an integrated piping system for HVAC
applications gathers pace, leading manufacturer Pegler is thrilled to launch a
press thick wall solution to its ever increasing portfolio.
VSH PowerPress is a range of fittings and valves for use on thick wall steel
pipes particularly in the HVAC market. Suitable for a range of applications
including heating, cooling, sprinkler, air and oil the range will connect steel
systems including black steel, epoxy coated and galvanized.
This system also combines the best press technology, for which Pegler is
renowned, and negates the need for heat which provides all the associated
benefits such as; clean joints, no flux requirement, faster install times and a
safer working environment ensuring an easier installation overall. In addition,
VSH PowerPress also incorporates a fail-safe leak before press indicator and
advanced ‘O’ ring protection.
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

“Housing is the cornerstone of independent living, yet many disabled people
live in homes that do not meet their requirements,” says Robin Tuffley,
Closomat marketing manager. “According to the EHRC report, one of the
primary challenges facing local authority providers in particular is project
execution: poor workmanship, delay in completing the work, and the
difficulty finding reliable sub contractors. Our project management service
is designed to help overcome all of those issues, bringing to bear our
proven reputation for quality, bearing in mind the most common room to be
adapted under a DFG is the bathroom, and the toilet the most common fixture therein to be changed.”
The service is led by, but not confined to, a toilet adaptation- replacement of a conventional WC with a Closomat shower toilet. Closomat’s service
also encompasses height-adjustable washbasins, toilet lifters, shower seats, ceiling track hoists, and changing beds, including specialist paediatric
and bariatric solutions. It is complemented by Closomat’s unique ability to offer, i-house, subsequent service repair & maintenance packages,
to deliver enhanced peace of mind for as long as required over the life of the adaptation. Details of Closomat product and service offerings can
be found on its website www.clos-o-mat.com. The resource hosts, for all involved in DFGs, ‘how it works’ video, CAD blocks, NBS specification
clauses, white papers on appropriate selection, case studies, in addition to all product information.
Closomat produces, in the UK, the brand leader and biggest seller in shower toilets, the Palma Vita, the only WC of its kind developed specifically
for disabled people, and which can be accessorised - initially and retrospectively- to accommodate the user’s changing needs. The Palma Vita is
complemented by a range of wall-hung and height-adjustable shower toilets, and additional fixtures to enable people to undertake their intimate
care with as much dignity and independence as possible. www.clos-o-mat.com
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a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate
all types of buildings and budgets

Success
At BAU
For
Alutech
Systems

Alutech Systems Ltd started the New Year as they mean to go on,
kicking things off in January with a successful week in Munich.
The UK operations of the Alutech Group exhibited for a second
time at BAU 2019 - the World’s Leading Trade Fair of architectural
solutions, construction systems and building materials.

key engineering projects built using Alutech profile. Attendees
were particularly impressed that the stand was always well-staffed
to accommodate each visitors’ requirements, even at the busiest
times when there was in excess of 40 people on the stand at any
one time.

The aluminium profile systems supplier welcomed a party of 30
guests from 10 of its trusted fabricators in the UK to the Alutech
Group stand C1.220 (hall C1, stand 220). BAU 2019 registered
record figures. The biannual event was attended by over 250,000
visitors from over 150 countries, with almost 2,300 exhibitors.
As one of the largest aluminium extruders in the world, Alutech
Group used the exhibition as a platform to launch a number of
new products for both commercial and residential markets, giving
the UK fabricators who visited a first chance to see them before
they hit UK markets.

To fabricators of residential products, Alutech’s BF73 Bi-folding
Door and SL160 Lift and Slide Door systems proved very popular.
For commercial fabricators it was the W72 and W62 window
systems and F50 curtain walling solution products that feature a
3-metre high parallel opener, which gained a lot of attention.

Visitors also had the opportunity to meet key members of the
Alutech Group, whose 35,000 sqm manufacturing facility is based
in Minsk, Belarus. Group Director General, Mr. Zhukov, and Export
Director, Yury Sorokin, were on hand to talk to the UK guests
hosted by Alutech Systems’ MD, Steve Hudson and Commercial
Manager, Harry Walker.
Visitors commented on the well-presented 126 sqm stand
that showcased a full range of aluminium profile systems and
solutions as 29 full-sized profile structures integrated in 4 large
modules and 10 smaller modules. A large panoramic graphic
of the impressive city skyline of the Belarusian capital of Minsk
provided the backdrop to the stand, with particular emphasis on

Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,
available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

Alutech Systems MD, Steve Hudson, commented, “We were
delighted with the turnout of UK visitors and would like to thank
all those who made the trip to see us at BAU 2019. For those
fabricators who weren’t able to attend, we would like to invite
them to visit us on stand F2 at the FIT show on 21st to 23rd May
this year and also to our open day later in the Spring.”
In 2018, Alutech Systems’ UK sales grew in excess of 25% on
average month-on-month. The range consists of Aluminium profile
systems for windows, doors, façade systems, louvre & brise soleil
and internal partitioning, with dual colour profile delivered in just
one week.
For more information, please call 01924 350110, email becky@
alutechsystems.co.uk, visit www.alutechsystems.co.uk

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk

Aluminium

GRP

Cast Iron

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel
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Circoflopro Service A Success For St. Neots
Self-Builder
What started out as a bathroom upgrade for the owners
of a substantial family home in Cambridgeshire has
morphed into a major reconfiguration and extension
project, with the installation of a CircofloPro underfloor
heating system proving to be one of the simpler tasks
as the plans took shape. Ron Aylett and his wife live in a
large detached bungalow in the village of Hardwick near
St. Neots, and have carried out a number of changes
including converting the entire loft area.
However, their latest venture saw them create a
bathroom in what had been a living room area, while
adding a large orangery and altering the kitchen.
They are now in the process of having the boiler replaced
with a modern, higher output model, and are extending
the heating circuits using the CircofloPro kit, specified
and supplied by the branch of SDE in St Ives.
This was made up to order and was all ready for Ron
to lay: including the LowDeck boards, 12 mm heating
pipe runs, two four-port manifolds, circulating pump,
controller and thermostat.
Ron commented: “We are getting towards the end of the project now with the orangery having been built as an extension to the lounge area, and the kitchendiner completely remodelled. When we decided to install low profile, underfloor heating, it led to our contacting SDE who we knew and they recommended the
Circoflo system. I was really surprised how easy LowDeck boards were to fit, and even if you put the pipes down in the wrong area, you can just pull them up
again and relay them without any fuss or damage.”
“Using the new CAD drawing Circoflo provided, along with the manifolds and controller, we are creating two zones in each room so that you can set different
times and temperatures: say for the lounge side or orangery.” LowDeck is just one of half a dozen system options available under the CircofloPro brand, with a
flexible solution to suit almost any floor construction and floor covering. www.circoflopro.co.uk
© Kristen McCluskie www.kristenmccluskie.com

SE Controls Creates Dedicated Smoke Control Solution
For Newcastle Univerity’s Urban Sciences Building
Never Run Out Of Hot Water With Rinnai’s 11i Multipoint
Continuous Flow Water Heaters
Rinnai’s multipoint continuous flow
ErP A-rated gas fired 11i water heater
units are the perfect antidote - to
more traditional storage systems.
Proven to deliver high volumes of hot
water at any time of the day, the high
performance 11i ensures user comfort
and safety with 100% accurate water
temperature control.
These energy efficient, low NOx
units, ideal for domestic and
light commercial sites, are neat
and compact, with not a tank in
sight. Internally wall mounted, the
multipoint Rinnai 11i model measures 675 x 370 x 134mm and weighs just 16kg with a gas consumption
range between 6.10kW – 21.60kW, and an 11-metre maximum flow.
Users of the multipoint 11i water heaters can rest assured that there is no fluctuation in water
temperatures, even if, for example, the tap is turned on in the kitchen at the same time as the shower is
running in the bathroom, the temperature remains constant.
Whilst small, the multipoint Rinnai 11i is tough with a robust heat exchanger, in-built frost protection and
user-friendly digital controls. The units are simple to install and maintain in any small or limited space.
Ideally placed to replace cumbersome and outdated stored water heaters or multipoint water heaters, these
low NOx continuous flow units are proven to be more energy efficient and are the installer and users’ water
heating system of choice. www.rinnaiuk.com

Newcastle University’s innovative and multi-award winning Urban Sciences
Building (USB) is using a combined smoke control and environmental ventilation
solution that incorporates a SHEVTEC control system, which was engineered
by SE Controls to meet the unique requirements of the project. Designed
by architects, Hawkins Brown, the 12,800m2 USB is the first structure to be
completed on the 24 acre Newcastle Helix development and is home to the
university’s world leading School of Computing, as well as providing extensive
teaching and research facilities focused on digitally enabled urban sustainability.
The building incorporates a diverse range of innovative technologies,
sustainable design features and fresh thinking, which includes a PV-T array,
rainwater harvesting and a 560m2 wild flower green roof, as well as a bio-dome,
which uses waste CO2 heat and water from the building to grow food for the
university’s restaurant. Also, 4,000 digital sensors and embedded computing
technology make it one of the UK’s most monitored high performance
buildings.
As energy efficiency and sustainability are key aspects of the building design,
these principles were also carried through to the glazed façades, curtain
walling, environmental ventilation and smoke control systems. Cladding and
glazing systems specialist, Dane Architectural Systems, were involved from
the early stages of the project and used Schueco FW 60 + SG, with AWS 114
ventilators including TipTronic concealed actuators.
To ensure they could meet the demanding design intent of the system,
which required these vents to be linked to the BMS for managed day-to-day
ventilation, Dane Architectural turned to SE Controls a specialist contractor
capable of providing a fully compliant solution. As the Automatic Opening Vents
(AOV) have specific zone requirements and operate in banks of 3 for normal

ventilation needs, SE Controls designed the operation of the smoke control
system to maintain the functionality and flexibility of the TipTronic control,
while integrating with the system and providing effective smoke ventilation to
the building in the event of a fire.
To achieve this, SE
Controls worked in
close collaboration with
Dane Architectural and
developed the new
OS2 TipTronic SHEVTEC
Controller, which is
dedicated to Shueco’s
TipTronic actuator system,
enabling it to provide
effective smoke and heat
© Kristen McCluskie www.kristenmccluskie.com
exhaust ventilation (SHEV)
to the building. Following the production of a detailed design, which included
integration matrices, schematic drawings, operational documentation and
installation details, SE Controls installed more than 40 of the new OS2 TipTronic
controllers at the USB.
Andrea Hayward, SE Controls Senior Key Account Manager on the project,
explained: “The Urban Sciences Building is a technological and sustainability
‘tour de force’ which reflects the advanced research activities undertaken at
the university and we are delighted to have our own innovative technology
incorporated within its design.” Further information on SE Controls products,
solutions and projects can be obtained by visiting www.secontrols.com,
emailing sales@secontrols.com or calling +44 (0) 1543 443060.
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New Outdoor Steam Humidifiers From Condair
Leading humidification specialist, Condair, has extended its range of electric steam humidifiers
to include new IP55 rated models suitable for outdoor installation. The robust enclosures on the
Condair RS resistive steam and Condair EL electrode boiler steam humidifiers enable the units to
be located on rooftops and exposed to the elements. Rather than simply installing the standard
humidifiers inside a protective housing on a rooftop, the new outdoor humidifiers from Condair
have purpose-built IP55-rated casings. This means they take up much less room on a rooftop and
are easier to install.
The enclosures incorporate a thermostat-controlled heater and fan unit to maintain the internal
temperature at an optimum level with outside ambient conditions ranging from -20° to 40°C.
An anti-freeze valve will ensure the humidifier completely drains should the unit experience
temperatures of less than 6°C during periods of in-operation. The new Condair outdoor humidifiers
can be wall-mounted, allowing them to be attached to an AHU, or free-standing.
Alongside these new enhanced “outdoor” features, the Condair RS and Condair EL steam
humidifiers inside the robust outer casing still offer all the innovative features that make these
resistive and electrode humidifiers market-leaders. The latest touch-screen control panel gives
intuitive control over operation and reporting, and a USB connection allows software to be
updated and historic operational information downloaded into Excel. The Condair RS resistive steam humidifier has an innovative scale-management
system that sees limescale detach from the heating elements and fall into a scale-collector tank. The Condair EL electrode boiler humidifier has advanced
water quality management that precisely maintains the mineral content of the boiling cylinder. This avoids the need for excessive flushing of hot water to
drain and minimises limescale formation.
www.condair.co.uk

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic
masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage
strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes

LG Launches Therma V R32 Monobloc ASHP
LG has developed a high quality, air to water heat pump range
over many years under its Therma V branding. Thousands of
these units have been installed up and down the country. The
latest introduction to its popular range, operating on the low
GWP R32 refrigerant available in 5kW to 16kW 1Ø and 12kW
to 16kW 3Ø, in a wide operating range of between 10-135Hz
and water temperatures up to 65°C without an electric backup
heater, is the LG Therma V R32 Monobloc range. It comes with
an energy label rating of A+++ - ready for September 2019 ERP
changes.
LG units offer quicker response times for the provision of
heating and cooling, by sensing not only the temperature but
also pressure. The addition of pressure control enables the
Therma V R32 Monobloc to take less time to reach the desired
temperatures, with up to 30% quicker response in cooling and
44% quicker response in heating, with a high level of accuracy
and stability built in.
To find out more about LG’s new Therma V R32 AWHP, and other
LG products and services, visit partner.lge.com/uk

Boilerplus Compliant Controls
From ESi
If you’re fitting a new gas fired combi
boiler in England – currently not Wales,
Scotland or Northern Ireland - then Boiler
Plus is important to you. You have to
make sure your customer’s new boiler
is fitted with time and temperature
controls, as well as one or more energy
efficiency measures from a list of four.
The four options are load compensation,
weather compensation, a flue gas heat
recovery device or a smart thermostat
with automation and optimisation.
Over recent years ESi has enjoyed
phenomenal growth and is a highly
competent heating controls brand, and it
proudly stands behind two of its control
products that very definitely are Boiler
Plus compliant and selling very well on
that basis. ESi’s ESRTP4RF and ESRTP5
Wifi controls are both fully Boiler Plus
compliant, offering a smart thermostat
with Automation and Optimisation as
standard.
Take a closer look at the ESi solutions
available to you on the company’s
straightforward and easy to navigate web
site at www.esicontrols.co.uk

and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.
Everyone has a story.
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T-Plus From Flamco
Flamco has introduced the latest version of its
successful T-plus for installing branches to existing
heating and potable water systems. It’s a quick and
easy way of adding a T extension for a heating system
extension to add additional radiators for example.
The unit comes with its own trigger mechanism
that once activated sees the cutting plunger cut
a part of the pipe out, forming a perfect T piece
without needing to drain the system, interrupt use
of the system or needing to re-dose the system
with inhibitor. Installers today are constantly on the
lookout for ways of saving time and saving money
for themselves and their customers, so the idea of being able to form a branch in pipework in an existing
installation, without having to drain a system down, without adding complexity to the job and in the
process, being able to save waste - is clearly an attractive one.
The T-plus series of products from Flamco, one of the leading plumbing and heating sector suppliers, is a tailor-made
solution for installers in the UK and Ireland. For more information, head for www.flamcogroup.com/uk-en or go to You
Tube and see T-plus in use at www.youtube.com/user/flamcogroup.

01 78 4 4 3 8 6 8 8
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Drainage Survey Supports Major Meat Plant
Upgrade
Drainage specialist Lanes Group plc has cleaned and
surveyed the drainage system to support a major renovation
programme at one of the UK's largest meat processing
plants. The drainage specialist spent three months carrying
out the work at the Tulip abattoir and meat factory at
Ashton-under-Lyne in Greater Manchester. A jet vac
tanker and a CCTV drainage survey team from the Lanes
Manchester depot were deployed at the 2.6-hectare site
over 12 weekends over a four-month period.
The work was part of an £8m upgrade programme carried
out at the plant by Tulip to improve productivity and
enhance its position as the largest producer of higher
welfare pork products in the UK. The full site drainage
survey was essential to support a change of layout to the
butchering and packaging areas and install a new ventilation
system and enhanced hygiene segregation.
Eddie Fraser, Principle Contractor from Hunter Safety
Solutions, working on behalf of Tulip Ltd, said: "We needed
to know the precise location of all drainage pipes before
installing new ventilation equipment, which involves drilling
into concrete floors. "Thanks to Lanes, we now have a
fully-updated site drainage map, which will help Tulip plan
future site developments in a timely and efficient manner.
The experience Lanes teams could bring to bear working on a large, complex and busy site has paid dividends, because they carried out this
essential work flexibly without disrupting production."
Tulip Ashton Site Director Catherine Gormley said: "The rejuvenation of our facilities and infrastructure will help us to meet the needs of
customers going forward and ensure our processes are as efficient as possible." The cleaning and CCTV survey programme incorporated
all wastewater pipework on site, including surface water drains and gullies, production effluent pipes, and foul drains. All the pipes were
clay, with diameters ranging from 100mm to 375mm. At one point, a tracked remote water jetting reel was used to access a location in the
factory that the jet vac tanker's hose could not reach.

Hauraton
Recyfix® Plus
Drains The
New City
Quays In
Belfast City
Centre

The City Quays development, currently under
construction, is a £250 million investment to regenerate
20 acres of unused dockland in Belfast City Centre. The
development will eventually include ‘Grade A’ office
space, residential blocks, leisure facilities, a large hotel
and retail complex all with designated car-parking.
Once complete it is planned the City Quays project will
achieve a BREEAM Excellent standard, one of the highest
sustainability rating for new developments.
At about 250 metres long, the new City Quays
promenade is laid with a two tone granite block
pavement which is drained with 230 metres of Hauraton
RECYFIX® PLUS 200 channels fitted with Class D400,
HEELSAFE ductile iron gratings.
The RECYFIX® PLUS channel unit is made of tough,
virtually unbreakable recycled polypropylene (PP)
formulated to be very resistant to daily temperature
fluctuations from frost conditions to strong sunlight,
including the Ultra Violet (UV) spectrum. The channel unit
also features galvanised steel top edges which house the
ductile iron gratings.

Complying with the requirements of EN 1433, the PP is
given its UV resistance by adding just sufficient carbon
black as a stabiliser so that the structural strength of the
material is unaffected and a consistent appearance is
maintained. The PP is also naturally resistant to de-icing
salt.
Andy Beirne, Area Project Manager for Hauraton Limited
was please the project went so smoothly, ”The channels
were delivered to site with their gratings factory fitted,
yet as each one metre unit weighed less than 25kg
ground-workers Earney Contracts Limited found them
easy to handle and install. As with all Hauraton surface
water drainage channels, the performance of the
RECYFIX® PLUS range complies with European Standards
(hENs) and carries the CE mark”.
Technical information for all the RECYFIX® ranges,
showing sizing and installation details, is available digitally
on www.hauraton.co.uk. – LANDSCAPING tab, as is a
video “Why is RECYFIX® break-proof”. For case studies go
to www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Ian Clapham, Area Development Manager for Lanes Manchester, said: "The remote reel extended the length of hose we could deploy. It was
connected to the jet vac tanker and positioned outside a doorway close to the otherwise inaccessible internal manhole. "In accordance with
the construction phase plan issued by Tulip, we also observed best practice health and safety, and hygiene practices at all times." Waste
material vacuumed from the pipes was taken to an authorised disposal site. Lanes provided a complete set of CCTV survey reports, detailing
the location and condition of all pipework, which allowed Tulip to update its site drainage plan. The upgrade at the Ashton abattoir by Tulip,
part of Danish Crown, has been central to the company's commitment to sustainable meat production. A large majority of the pigs processed
on the site are outdoor-bred on RSPCA-assured farms. www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

Sika Fastfix – Always Straight To The Point

Heritage Litter Bin Boasts Integral Fire Extinguisher

Sika® FastFix All Weather is a new self-setting paving jointing compound from
Sika Everbuild, providing the ideal solution to perfect pointing on paving,
paths and patios. With a unique formula containing Active Resin Technology
for advanced durability, Sika
FastFix is supplied ready to
use with no mixing required,
is easy to apply in all weather
conditions; even in the rain and
won’t shrink or crack over time.
Suitable for use on all joints
from just 20mm deep, Sika
FastFix can be used for a
range of applications including
footpaths, stone setts, cobbles
and Indian sandstone paving
slabs and once opened can be stored in water and reused to reduce waste.
To coincide with the launch, a range of merchant support is available
including an eye-catching display stand complete with an applied product
sample, in store display boards and a full online and print media campaign.
www.everbuild.co.uk/FastFix

Leafield Environmental has
launched an automatic fire
suppression system for its popular
Square Heritage litter-bins.
Should a fire breakout inside a bin,
the device activates by a sacrificial
bulb that bursts at a given
temperature, releasing a powder
discharge from an extinguisher.
Extensive tests have shown the
device to be extremely effective in
putting out fires before they “take
hold”, with bins remaining fully
serviceable after the fire has been extinguished. The optional extinguisher
unit is fitted neatly within the twin skin of the bin hood. The Square Heritage
is an exceptionally strong bin, rotationally moulded from medium density
polyethylene. It has four large apertures to allow easy ‘walk by’ access and
is equally suitable for internal or external use. Apertures may be blanked off
where a location dictates it. www.leafieldrecycle.com
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Spurn Discovery Centre
© Tom Marshall

Lindapter
Steel Fixings
For Modular
Construction
Hollo-Bolts by Lindapter were specified for The Spurn
Discovery Centre in the UK. The rooms were prefabricated and shipped to site as complete modular
units. Once they arrived on site, the contractor used
Hollo-Bolts to connect the structural hollow section
frameworks together. The Hollo-Bolt was selected
because of its high strength capacity and its range of
independent technical accreditations, including the CE
Mark approval.
It was also chosen because it is a proven method
of providing a fast and convenient method of
attaching steel-framed modular rooms together,
requiring access from one side of the steel only and
without the need for any special installation tools or
equipment, which results in an efficient construction
schedule.
This project is featured in Lindapter’s new guide
to the modular and off-site construction industry.
The booklet explains how contractors can maximise
efficiencies and control costs by using Lindapter
fixing systems. It includes typical Lindapter
applications in the offsite construction industry, such
as joining the structural framework of modular rooms
together, connecting balcony extensions, securing
steel frameworks to ground screws and attaching
cable trays.
The brochure also uses real-life examples to
demonstrate how Lindapter fixings can be used at
each stage of the modular project from transport and
lifting, through to securing the framework and modular
rooms.
Since 1934 Lindapter has been pioneering steel
connections that eliminate the need for 'hot working',
meaning that there is no damage to the existing steelwork
and no need for area closures or hot work permits.
Go to www.lindapter.com/News/?view=197 to get your
copy of the new offsite and modular construction booklet
to find out more.

Spurn Discovery Centre
© Tom Marshall
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How Artistic
Flooring is
Reflecting
Architecture
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Architecture can be described as an expression of cultural
principles that have been manifested in a deliberate
design, often using technological advancements pertinent
to the time of the build. This is why the design of buildings
appear to get more creative as technology advances,
and why historic architecture is held in such high regard
due to the sheer skill needed in the absence of these
technologies.
More and more often, cities can be identified by their
skyline alone thanks to the interesting and unique
architecture of buildings. Examples include the Empire
State building in New York, the Gherkin in London and the
Bank of China in Hong Kong.
With such impressive exteriors, it is no surprise that
designers are looking to reflect this in the interior design
as well. As Kurtich and Eakin (1993) once said, an “interior
architecture” is applied to the inside of a building as
design elements are carried to the exterior, distinguishing
a “holistic creation”. This all-encompassing design not
only provides continuity, but also a sense of bringing the
outdoors in, and reminding visitors that they are part
of something larger. The Arte S buildings were set to
alter the skyline of Penang in Malaysia forever. With the
rippling exterior design and unique glass-fronted PODs set
into the construction, these buildings surely stand out and

provide a talking point all on their own. What makes these
buildings even more impressive is the designer’s choice to
continue the ripple aesthetic within the interior as well.
With the aim of replacing reality with fantasy, curves and
ripples can be seen everywhere in the lobby from the
rounded chairs and stools to the demarcation used in the
flooring. As well as looking visually attractive, the line
markings, created using Deckshield UV Linemarker from
Flowcrete also work to separate the light and dark grey
hues, as well as the hot pink colour that spreads from the
floor to the stairways of the building.
For the flooring, 382 m2 of Flowtex PT, a heavy duty,
epoxy screed with high impact resistance was used,
coated with the self-smoothing epoxy resin Flowshield
SL 1000 in Steel Grey and striking pink hues. As well as
being aesthetically pleasing and complementing the lobby
furniture beautifully, this floor finish is suitable for areas of
high footfall, trolley and rubber wheeled traffic, which are
likely to be experienced in a busy lobby area.
For further continuation, the same flooring systems and
colours used in the lobby were used in the PODs, as these
areas provide residents with a communal area to entertain
guests.

This flooring system from Flowcrete is extremely easy to clean
meaning that the floor finish in both the lobby and POD areas will
maintain a fresh, bold and bright visual for an extended period of
time.
In a similar vein, Hackney Town Hall undertook an innovative flooring
refurbishment in its atrium area in order to create a space for
entertainment and events. The Grade II listed building required a
modern flooring system that reflected the heritage of the building,
and used the highly decorative seamless terrazzo system Mondéco
Classic to achieve this.
The three custom colours chosen by the client matched the interior
design scheme and were separated by inlaid brass strips, which
effectively paid homage to the original 1930s art deco style panelled
ceilings throughout the Town Hall as well as the building’s exterior
façade.
This traditional flooring design neatly disguised the modern
underfloor heating system Isowarm, which was applied along with
the early drying heavy duty Isocrete Fast K-Screed layer from
Flowcrete.
Whereas the Arte S and Hackney Town Hall have utilised grey hues
and demarcation to mirror the respective constructions, textures can
also be experimented with to bring a little of the outdoors inside.

The Menai Science Park, based on the isle of Anglesey in North
Wales, UK has taken this approach by specifying textured flooring
for the reception area that mimics the building’s exterior.
As well as looking just like the stone walkways in the external
landscape, Rustik Natural Stone from Flowcrete provides added slip
resistance thanks to its texture, as well as noise reduction, helping
to keep visitors safe and also minimising sounds that could distract
those working in the space.
In addition to its attractive aesthetic, Rustik Natural Stone is hard
wearing and extremely versatile, meaning that it can be laid in
bespoke patterns and styles in areas that need extra durability. In
this case, the design of the flooring is a direct continuation of the
white ‘ribbon’ architecture that is found on the exterior of Menai
Science Park.
Throughout the building, crisp, modern white and light grey Peran
Comfort has been used as a nod to the forward-thinking and
innovative work that Bangor University encourages within the Menai
Science Park, or M-SParc as it is also known.
Peran Comfort is a matt, self-smoothing polyurethane-based floor
coating with excellent abrasion and chemical resistance properties,
ideal for minimalist, contemporary environments.
www.flowcrete.co.uk
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Roofshield Preserves Building In Beautiful Perthshire
Countryside
A large residential development in the heart of the beautiful Perthshire
countryside is benefitting from the superior protection of Roofshield, one of
the highest performing roofing membrane solutions, a pitched roof underlay,
which is both air and vapour permeable. The new building near Murthly,
in Perthshire is part of a tailormade timber frame kit design supplied by
Scotframe, with the construction managed by specialist contractor Algo,
design and build,
based in Perth. To
form an integral
part of the roof
construction,
Scotframe selected
the Roofshield
membrane from the
A. Proctor Group to
ensure the highest
level of protection.
Many vapour
permeable underlays use an airtight VP film layer to achieve their
performance. In contrast, Roofshield’s patented SMS (Spunbond Meltblown
Spunbond) structure allows high levels of airflow, in addition to the transport
of moisture vapour, making the formation of condensation in the roof space
virtually impossible.
It has an extremely high degree of vapour permeability, as well as air
permeability, so will still perform in conditions in which airtight alternatives
will not. Preservation and protection is nothing new for this beautiful part of
Scotland, which is home to some ancient woodland. Indeed an Ancient Tree
Inventory across the region recently identified a sweet chestnut tree as old as
Bonnie Prince Charlie, which became the 15,000th ancient tree in Scotland.
www.proctorgroup.com

Image - Potton©

Regal Rainwater Systems For Queen Anne Style Refurbishment
Yeoman Rainguard rainwater systems have played a part in the
refurbishment of one of Potton’s show homes, The Milchester. After many
years of service, it was time for The Milchester to under-go a refurbishment,
both inside and out to modernise facilities.
A new rainwater system in the form of Yeoman Rainguard’s XL Aluminium
125 x 100 MOG profile gutters along with 75 x 75mm square downpipes
finished in a durable and stylish black textured powder coating was installed.
For more information on Yeoman Rainguard rainwater systems go to
www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279 5854.

Triple Role For Magply In Passive Build Coach Houses

Old Pump
House Retains
Industrial
Heritage With
The Help
Of Yeoman
Rainguard

Yeoman Rainguard rainwater systems were used to
help reintroduce an industrial heritage style to The Old
Pump House in Warton. Originally erected in 1923 as a
water pumping station for Atherstone and surrounding
villages and decommissioned in the late 1980s, the
pump house was then bought in the early 90s and after
a scheme for a hotel development fell through was
converted into a home. The property was then sold in
2015 to current owners Ian and Karen Callender.
“Though the pump house had under gone a complete
transformation into a residential property the previous
owners, whilst carrying out the renovation to their own
preferences, in our opinion designed out some of the
industrial heritage. When we purchased the property,
it was our intention to restore some of these features.”
Ian explained.
Wanting to replace the white plastic gutters and
downpipes at the front of the house with a rainwater
system that would reflect such qualities, various
avenues were searched. The result of which was
Yeoman Rainguard whose XL Aluminium range ticked
all the boxes when it came to style, ease of installation
and durability whilst also being cost effective.

Yeoman Rainguard 130 x 100mm deep flow half round
XL Aluminium gutters were installed giving real impact
to the house frontage.100mm dia. downpipes were
added below Cast Aluminium Motif Hoppers helping to
further emphasise the desired effect.
Finished in a durable yet stylish black polyester powder
coating the aluminium rainwater system will provide
the house with 30 + years of maintenance free service.
For more information on Rainguard Rainwater Systems
suitable for heritage and listed buildings go to
www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279 5854.

The development of a new garden city on former MOD land at Bicester,
Oxfordshire, is including a large number of homes built and certified
to Passivhaus standard, with the specialist company involved making
extensive use of Magply boards for three separate roles.
At the Graven Hill site, which is set to deliver 1,900 new dwellings, Beattie
Passive offers a unique timber framed solution to achieving the very low
energy performance required. It has established a “Flying Factory” onsite
to fabricate panels and modules for the various property types, including
terraces, while the detached coach houses are being stick-built.
One of these, Plot 101, which is nearing structural completion now, will
feature two bedrooms, flexible living spaces and an integral garage behind
its rendered elevations. The 9mm Magply boards, supplied have been
specified to offer 90 minutes fire resistance as well as racking strength,
acoustic insulation and also as the render backing board.
As a key partner at Graven Hill, Beattie Passive is set to complete around
50 units this year, both selling direct to the development company and
offering a three level service for self-builders. These start at a design and
technical support level, progressing to the construction of a weathertight
and airtight exterior envelope or the turnkey handover of a fully custom
built home.
The Senior Project Manager for Beattie Passive, Benedict O’Halloran commented: “So far at Graven Hill we have used the stick-build method for the small coach
house units, while the terraced are panel. We are now about to start work on some detached units which will be modular, but all of them use Magply boards for
their racking strength, acoustic performance and fire resistance.
“We use the 9mm Magply on the actual frame to provide rigidity, because the product has got such good racking strength. Then it is also specified for its sound
absorption and fire resisting qualities. Independent tests carried out by Exova at Warrington have shown a figure of one hour 49 minutes for one side of a party
construction. Another layer of 9mm Magply is also fixed across the inner face of the timber frame, followed by 25mm battens and plasterboard to create a service
space and for the first time on this project we have also selected Magply – in conjunction with sub-contractor enviroREND – to be the render backing board for
the exterior finish.”
www.alumaflex.co.uk www.blackmountaininsulation.com www.magply.co.uk
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Interphone Delivers Advanced Security Solution For Sutton
Point Development
Interphone, the security systems and building technology integrator, has
completed an advanced project at the Sutton Point development, a vibrant
new community at the heart of the London Borough of Sutton. The company
was appointed to design and install the integrated security systems,
which includes fibre infrastructure, BPT door entry, PAC access control,

Yeoman Shield Fire Rated Door Protection
Performs At Motorpoint Arena

Levolux In
The Groove
At Hackney
Wick

Following a £25 million redevelopment project, Hackney Wick
Station in East London is impressing passengers and staff,
with its board-cast concrete staircase, weathered Corten
steel cladding and a custom external screening solution from
Levolux.
Dating back to 1866, Hackney Wick is steeped in history
and this is reflected in the new station architecture, with
references to an industrial revolution and links to the river
Lea that flows nearby. This area of east London, which lies
immediately west of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, was
earmarked for regeneration as part of an Olympic Legacy
project. Almost 6 years after the London 2012 Olympic Games
closing ceremony, its time has finally come.
Designed by Landolt + Brown architects, the new overground
station has been comprehensively overhauled. It features
new entrances to the north and south, complete with new
staircases and lifts. It also benefits from a new ticket hall to
the north and improved circulation areas. The new station
offers a vastly improved experience for staff and passengers.
A significant proportion of the new station is cloaked in
a Levolux external screening solution, featuring vertical
aluminium fins. The rectangular-shaped fins, each measuring
250mm deep by 50mm wide, are set at 170mm centres to
create an interesting architectural feature.
The vertical fins, which are formed from extruded aluminium
sections, were not only chosen for their shading and screening
characteristics. The grey-brown coloured fins provide a visual
cue to the weeping willows and reeds that were synonymous
with the area. This is most effective where they enclose the
main staircases.
Levolux’s Infiniti® Fin system was the obvious choice for the
project. Its unique, patented design has concealed fixings for
an uncompromised appearance. It is also extremely flexible
and can accommodate a vast range of fin profiles, from oval,
aerofoil-shaped or in this case rectangular.

Hackney Wick station is covered with 638 vertical fins, in
lengths that range from 2 to 7.1 metres. As an additional
feature, the depth of each fin applied to the two staircases
changes along its length. The top of each fin has a depth of
250mm, but below 1.9 metres the depth reduces to 143mm.
The decreased depth at low level helps to maximise daylight
levels within the building and it improves outward visibility for
pedestrians.
Special stainless-steel lock plates concealed within the rear
of each fin are connected to aluminium angle brackets and
these are secured to an aluminium carrier that extends around
both staircases at roof level. The same lock plates and angled
brackets are used at low level, but here they are secured
directly into a concrete slab at 700mm metre centres.
For additional bracing, tie bars pass through each fin in two
places; at low level and 3.6 metres below the top bracket. This
arrangement ensures the screening structure remains stable
and secure even if subjected to extreme wind or snow loads.
To complement the scheme and for long-lasting good looks,
Levolux supplied each aluminium fin with an attractive greybeige powder coating in a smooth satin finish. This creates
an interesting contrast with the board-cast concrete and
weathered Corten steel cladding.
Opening in May 2018, the redeveloped Hackney Wick station is
far removed from the typical TfL station design with conflicting
expanses of concrete, glass and plastic. The careful choice of
materials and finishes, including the external screening fins
from Levolux, give the station a gritty, industrial character that
is proving to be popular, not just among commuters and staff,
but also discerning architects. www.levolux.com

Keen to provide a safe and comfortable environment for their customers,
Motorpoint Arena in Cardiff chose Yeoman Shield fire rated door protection
products to help maintain and protect the condition of important fire doors.
Yeoman Shield door edge protectors and push plates were fitted to doors
in back of house areas whilst doors to the auditorium entrances which
experience a huge amount of pedestrian traffic, had door edge protectors
and half height door protection panels installed.
Vulnerable glazing beads were replaced with Yeoman Shield PVCu clad beads
completing a comprehensive and durable door protection system helping
to reduce future fire door maintenance and replacement costs. All Yeoman
Shield Fire Rated Door Protection products have been tested to and passed
the current requirements for their particular type of products.
www.yeomanshield.com

IP-networked CCTV and an IRS communal aerial system with SKY Q. The
Interphone project team took the decision to move to fibre infrastructure to
improve performance and ensure it could deliver a high-specification security
system. As a result, the company created a fibre backbone network, which
allows CCTV images to be viewed in true 1080p/4k without compromising
any other components of the system.
The sophisticated CCTV solution incorporates a site-wide, IP-networked
camera system and full-perimeter PTZ (Pan Tilt and zoom) camera system
from HIKvision. The full-perimeter system runs in real-time over three towers,
three remote stations and two virtual concierge points with interlock ability.
The external PTZ camera images, recorded onsite, are also shared with the
local police. The PAC access control system enables all management tasks
related to the tenants and staff to be administered from the central computer
as and when required, ensuring the highest level of security around the site.
www.interphone.co.uk

Omnie UFH Warms Traditional Style
Cotswold Stone Homes
A development of six new five-bedroom detached properties,
close to Cirencester town centre, whose construction features
the area’s distinctive natural Cotswold Limestone, is making full
use of the benefits to the ClipPlate system and other products
form the range of OMNIE Limited.
Preston Leigh is being built by award winning developer Ashford
Homes (South-Western) to a very high specification.
Despite their vernacular styling, the six prestigious properties
make full use of contemporary construction technologies in
meeting and in some respects, exceeding current Building
Regulations. In fact their high insulation standards make them
ideal to benefit from the characteristics of underfloor heating,
which offers excellent occupant comfort and energy efficiency
when run at lower temperatures than conventional radiators.
Ashford Homes site manager Simon Kay commented: “The
ground floors to the homes use beam-and-block construction covered by a DPM and then 150 mm of rigid PIR insulation. Then there is a further
DPM, plus the vertical membrane which is fitted around the base of the walls before the OMNIE underfloor heating system is installed and our
specialist sub-contractor lays the fibre reinforced screed.”
All of the loops of 16.5mm polypropylene pipework, totalling 840 metres in length, are connected back to a nine port Precision-Flo manifold
under the staircase, which is in turn fed from each building’s Worcester Bosch system boiler, which also supplies the homes’ three bathrooms
via a main hot water storage vessel.
The installation of the OMNIE ClipPlate panels, pipework and manifolds was undertaken by Lee McClurg of L. McClurg Plumbing & Heating Ltd.
For the upper storey to each house he fitted TorFloor panels and pipe, connecting to an eight port manifold. ClipPlate is amongst the most
popular options to OMNIE’s LayFast brands: being compact and suitable for in-screed applications. Pipe runs are simply pressed into the profiles
without the need for joints and resist being disturbed as the screed is laid. www.omnie.co.uk
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Schöck
Meets Both
Thermal And
Acoustic
Insulation
Challenges

Roomers Hotels in Germany are individualistic in their
architecture and high-design interior styling. And Roomers,
in the spa town of Baden-Baden, is no exception. It offers
130 spacious rooms and suites, complemented by a spa
area, a rooftop bar with infinity pool and spacious ground
floor lobby.
The interior design is contemporary and was selected by
the German Design Council as its Interior Architecture
Award winner for 2018. The hotel is part of an L- shaped
reinforced concrete frame building, which also contains
a block of fourteen apartments and a medical centre. It
is brick faced, finished with a white plaster and has an
extremely high building envelope insulation performance.
Preventing thermal bridging and impact sound
Important insulation considerations were the prevention of
both thermal bridging and impact sound. Thermal bridging
can occur at various connectivity points and in addition
to increased seasonal energy usage, low internal surface
temperatures below the dewpoint in the area of the
thermal bridge can cause condensation.
This may result in structural integrity problems with
materials such as insulation products or plasterboard.
There is also the risk of mould growth, which has
potentially serious implications in the form of asthma
and allergies. The second insulation requirement involved
acoustic comfort for guests, where the prevention of
impact sound on the stairways was critical. Although these
are unrelated insulation challenges requiring distinctly
different solutions, Schöck was able to bring its expertise
to both.
Minimising the risk of thermal bridging
There were two areas where thermal bridging might pose
a problem. One was the cantilever steel roof of the hotel,
where girders connect to the reinforced concrete slab.
The other was where the projecting reinforced concrete
balconies connect to the concrete frame. Two different
Schöck Isokorb load-bearing elements were incorporated to
resolve any possible problems.

The Isokorb for concrete-to-steel was used for the roof
connections, a product designed to solve thermal and
structural issues involving steel canopy roofs, steel
balconies and façade substructures. For the reinforced
concrete balconies, the Isokorb for concrete-to-concrete
was incorporated. This is a thermal break for free
cantilevered balcony construction and transfers both
negative moments and positive shear forces.
Efficient impact sound insulation
A medical centre and an apartment block are part of
the same complex as the hotel, with stairs and landings
adjacent in that part of the hotel. So it was crucial to
negate any possible impact sound travelling into the hotel
guest rooms. Although best known for its Isokorb thermal
break range, Schöck has been developing innovative
solutions for the impact sound insulation of stairs and
landings for over 30 years.
Known as Tronsole, this fully integrated system fits both
straight and winding staircases and ensures efficient
acoustic sound insulation across all structural subsections.
The Tronsole system separates the stairs completely from
the landing, its elastomer support achieving a performance
level far in advance of the requirements currently
demanded here in the UK by the relevant sections of the
Building Regulations Part E.
Totally verifiable thermal performance
In the UK all Schöck Isokorb thermal break products meet
full compliance with the relevant UK building regulations,
have NHBC approval and offer LABC Registration. There
is also the security of independent BBA Certification.
The temperature factor (fRsi value) used to indicate
condensation risk, that must be equal to or greater than
0.75 in residential and public buildings, is easily met by
incorporating the Isokorb.
For a free copy of the Schöck Thermal Bridging Guide,
the Thermal Bridging Solutions brochure, or the Tronsole
brochure, contact the company on 01865 290 890 or visit
www.schoeck.co.uk, the website also features an extensive
range of downloadable software.

Reducing The Risk
A revolutionary new project in Copenhagen designed by
Bjarke Ingels Group Architects has turned a waste-toenergy plant into a 95,000 square metre tourist attraction.
Located on Amager island, the Amager Resource Centre
incorporates a ski slope into the roof, walking trails and a
rock-climbing wall up one face.
All this build on the island’s reputation for extreme sports
enthusiasts, thanks to its parks, beaches, dunes and
lagoon for kayaking and windsurfing.
Nicknamed Amager Bakke, or Amager Hill, the 100m
building will incinerate over 435,000 tons of waste per
year and serve about 140,000 local households. Given the
potential dangers of such a massive operation, Kalwall®
translucent cladding has been used extensively not only
for its aesthetics and energy efficiency but also for its
excellent explosion-venting and blast-resistant properties. Kalwall can be specifically designed to be the weak point in the building envelope in
order to relieve pressure created by any explosion, thereby reducing the risk of damage to the primary structure and the occupants. The panels
work to vent pressure out of the building, allowing it to withstand an explosion without collapsing roofs or floors.
The panels are designed to release from their mounting system but remain attached to the side of the building to avoid becoming falling debris.
The interior of the panels are shatterproof and include a Fibre-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) face sheets that can be customized to withstand 230
ft-lbs (312J) of impact. They can be 1500mm or 1200mm wide and of any length up to 3250mm. By following design criteria, the system will
achieve FM (Factory Mutual) approval. In addition to the safety aspect, Kalwall also provides dramatic savings in energy consumption. The
even distribution and deep penetration of light through Kalwall means less artificial lighting is needed thereby reducing energy costs while its
exceptional thermal performance and insulating properties reduce heating costs.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Marmox Soundboard Supplied For
Stunning Aldgate Apartment Building
A development of 89 luxury apartments in
one of the capital’s most fashionable districts
is making full use of the acoustic and other
performance benefits offered by Marmox
SoundBoard, coupled with the manufacturer’s
ubiquitous Multiboard product, in completing
the floor construction. The specification
being employed for the 12-storey Ordnance
Building in Dock Street, Aldgate, by Canbury
Construction on site, features 12mm thick
SoundBoard, covered by a 20mm thick layer of
Multiboard.
This high performance build-up has been installed
over composite concrete structural floors and
carries a finish of engineered oak in the living areas,
while the bathrooms use just the SoundBoard and
ceramic tiling. An electric underfloor heating system is also being used to offer optimum comfort and efficiency for occupants of the luxury apartments.
Canbury Construction confirmed: “It was the decision of our in-house M&E consultant, to specify Marmox SoundBoard and Multiboard for the
floor build-up in order to achieve the necessary sound insulation between levels. The boards have been installed by the tiling contractor and
the flooring sub-contractor, Everest Flooring, using Mapei adhesive. While in the living rooms the 12mm SoundBoard is covered by 20mm
thick Multiboards, in the bathrooms the tanking for the ceramic tiling is installed direct on the SoundBoard.”
Canbury Construction has been kept supplied with thousands of square metres of both board types through one of Marmox’s many stockists
in the south-east, while the manufacturer’s technical department has provided both design input and on-site toolbox talks in order to train
up staff previously unfamiliar with the products. Marmox SoundBoard features a totally waterproof core of extruded polystyrene (XPS)
sandwiched between layers of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete, offering both thermal insulation with a conductivity of 0.035 W/mK
and high compressive strength. www.marmox.co.uk

Unique cabinet design & manufacture from Shopkit
Great attention to detailing, using high quality materials and finishes
on all our custom and standard cabinet designs, produced in our
UK factory. Call for brochure or to discuss your current or future projects.
T. 01923 818282
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F. 01923 818280

.

E. sales@shopkit.com

.

www.shopkit.com

MADE IN THE UK

